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FD-302 (Rtv. 3-10-82) 

-l- 

FEDERALBUREAU OFINVESTIGATION 

Dtte d truaafptb~ 08/02/96 

KENNETH Ii. BAUCOM. After being advised of the identit -of the 
agent and the purpose of the interview, 

provided the following information: Y 

stated that on the evening of July 17 
were at Great 

east'down the dock, on the bay side towa 
observed what she thought were fireworks. 
not provide an exact time but stated it 

o'clock f-n she was Lalking toward, she observed a 
tated that at a posrtion of two (2) 

~ 
fireball with a reddish glow dropping straight down from the sky. 

observed this for approximately one second at which 
time it spread into what looked like a waterfall of fire. She 
observed the waterfall of fire for a fev seconds at which time it 
disappeared out of her sight. 

oes not recall seeing any smoke and 
added that she did not see anything going up into the sky. 

Asked if she know of anyone else in the area at the 

docked at the marina at Great Gun Beach. The first boat, called 
the "Rainbow n a 31 foot sailboat, was operated by TONY (Last 
Name Unknown; (LNU) and SASBA (MU). 

u~nstrtigrrkm on 07/29/96 

pge I 265A-NY-259028 

8t East Moriches, New York 

i 

by SA KENNETH H. BAU Dttt ditttttd 07/29/96 
-q, 

, -.&$ ., 
a721 

r “2; * *I >- . . . 

Thir docpmtnt ttntti~~ ntithff rttommttdttioar nor ttn&~h~r of the PRI 1t i* th- nvmr--*- -8 l h- pm. -- * * * - 
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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

- l- 

F7ZDERALBUREAUOFlNWSTlGATION 

Date of tmnscription 07/27/96 

was contacted. 

observedwhat appeared to be a red/orange flare in the sky. The flare seemed to be bursting in an elongated pattern with one end 
moving up and the other moving down. This flare then seemed to 

‘L.4 explode into two red/orange fireballs which split the object into 
two pieces. The pieces then descended straight down until they 
disappeared beyond the horizon. 

did not see any smoke trails following the 

these events. 
He did not hear anything connected to 

ould not estimate how far from him this 
event took pla ce did not see anything else in the sky 
prior to observing the first orange/red burst and did not see anv 
object ascending in the sky prior to this. - 

observed several boats from his position on 
ng which appeared to be the normal t 

fishing boats and motor boats seen on a summer night. 
did not observe the names on any of these boats. YPe 

FBI - NEW YGRK ! 

‘dlnvestigstion on 07/21/96 at Holbrook, New York 
Filei 265A-NY-259028 

SA ALBERT HOLL 
by SA TIM LATTERNER/hrg Date dicmtcd 07/22/96 

67LZ v 
This document contains neither rcummenduions nor conclusions of be FBI. It is the propcny of he FBI and is loaned to vow uencv: . . 
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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

‘L 
- 1 - 

FEDERALBUREAUOFINVESTIGATION 

- Date of tntlsctiption 
07/26/96 

following information: 

did not hear anything 

fireworks or anything else in 
see any other 

FE1 - NEW YORK I 

- Investigation on 07/21/96 at Holbrook, New York (telephonically) 

FilcX 265A-NY-259028 

by PK ALBERT J. HOLL/hrg Date dictated 07/21/96 

07253 
This document contains neither mcommetMhons nor conchtsiot~ of the FBI. It is the pmpetty of tbc FBI atxl is loaned to vnur IPMTV. 
. . . 
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L -l- - 
FEDEXALBUREAUOFINVESTIGATICN 

Date of nanscrip& 07/27/96 

white female, Date of Birth 1 Social (DOB1 Security Account Number 
J 

Farmingville, Nt 
was contacted. 

bf ---- 
was advised Lf-the investigating agents an urnished the following 

Point Beach with 

The orange/red dot was descended. moving straight down and elongating as it 
'i-l When the object was approximately thirty (30) degrees 

from the horizon, it exploded into two orange/red fireballs and 
broke into two pieces, which feel straight down. descended, smoke trailed behind them. As these pieces 

id not see these objects hit the surface and 
her position. s event occurred about twenty (20) miles from 

did not see anything rising in the sky toward 
sky that night. did not observe anything else in the 
events. did not hear anything connected to these 

F81 - NEW YORK 
Icow 

‘4 Investigation on 07/21/96 at Holbrook, New York 
F&# 265A-NY-259028 ,/ 

SA ALBERT HOLL 
by SA TIM LATTE rg A/-L- Date dictated 07/22/96 

07Zcj 
This document contains neither mcommetxlations nor conchtsions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaxed to your agency; :.--A !-. . . . . . 
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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

L I’ -l- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF JMWSTIGATION 

Date of tnttscription 07/26/96 

friend; 

passenger. { 
but that it was still 
onto Sunrise Highway from Broadway, 
the right. 

there is a MOBILE station on 
Behind the MOBILE station is a tree-line a large 

firework went off between one and two (1 and 2) mile; from where 
he was.-said that the burst occurred approximately thirty- 
forty (30-40) degrees from the top of the tree line due west from 
his position. 

L-J 
described the burst as typical of the kind 

would see at a large 4th of July firework 
the burst shot trails of green and white 
followed by gold sparklers for l-2 seconds 
anything in connection with this firework. 
firework launched or see the rocket going up into the air. 

one 
said 

hear 
see t .he 

peculated that the firework could have come from 
either a park 
the K-MART on 

near Church Street or a large parking lot behind 
the west bound side of Sunrise Highway. 

‘U Investigation on 07/21/96 at Holbrook, New York 

Fije# 265A-NY-259028, 
SA ALBERT HOLL 

by SA TIM LATTERNER/hrg ,/.l.i. Dare dicta&xl 07/21/96 
0723- v 

This d0Cutmnt contains neither tecotnatdations nor condttsions of &C FBI. It & & ~fOcitrw d mr FRI ~4 ir tn.- . . . . . . ..- -----.. 
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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

i-- - I - 
FEJIERALBUREAUOFINVESlTGATION 

Date of tnnsc~n 07/26/96 

Date of Birth (DOB) 

11741, interviewed at 
Holbrook, New York 

was her above residence and was advised of 
the identities of the interviewing agents and the nature of the 
interview, which was to ascertain her observations 
of the evening of July 17, 1996. Thereafter 
following information: 

provided the 

Highway, 
tated that while travelling west on Sunrise 

after travelling left off of Broadway Avenue, she 
observed from the passenger seat of her vehicle, which was 
approximately one-eighth of a mile from the MOBILE station on her 
right (right side of the roadway), at approximately 8:30 PM, a 
large green and yellow firework approximately eighty (80) degrees 
above the apartments behind the MOBILE station approximately one 
to two miles due west from her position. 

at 
described the firework as the kind you would see 

Disney World's fireworks display.- stated that the burst 
was green and yellow. -further stated that she heard no 
noise from the firework nor did she see any smoke leadins to it 
or the origin of the firework. 

%+ 
advised that she believed 

that the firework could have been ired from the K-MART parking 
lot, which she located on the west side of Sunrise Highway on the 
westbound lane. 

- Investigation on 07/21/96 at Holbrook, New York 

F&# 265A-NY-259028 
SA ALBERT J. HOLL 

by SA TIMOTHY J. LATTERNER/hrg d/.i. Date dictated 07/21/96 
0 726 v 

This document contains neither rccomtnettdations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the pmpetty of the FBI and is loaned to vour a~encv~ . . . 
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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

-l- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF lNVJ3sllGATlON 

Dare of aawription 07/27/96 

nature of the interview which was to ascertain her knowledue and observations of the evening 8:OO to 8:45 PM. information: 
stated that on the evening of July 17, 1996, 

L-l - stood on Blue Point Beach look 

I, sne was nanglng out wlth her La_nd her brother,4 'advised that as she the bav and over Davis Park towards the ocean, looking in a she observed, south-easterly direction, from approximately twenty (20) miles away and looking upward at approximately a fortyefive to fifty (45 to 50) degree angle, a vertical approximately 150 to 250 object was orange/red. stated that the object began to break up into thre; (3) separate bursts, all orange and red in color, as it fell to the water in a 
bursts into three further stated that after the initial 
and fell to those pieces went into flames advised that she heard no noise, and initially 
in 

occurring over the bay. stated that she observed approximately twelve (12) boats ay, but could only describe them as 

r:y1:l9 4 1997 

FBI - NEW YORK 
iclw 

‘Q 
tmstigation on 07/21/96 at Holbrook, New York 
Filel 265A-NY-259028 

SA TIMOTHY J. LATTE by SA ALBERT J. HOLL/hrg Date dictated 07/22/96 &fZ7 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESIIGATION 

Date of ttmscription 07127196 

-home residence of 4 ~~ ~~ ~~------- -- 117 '41, employed by- 
Medford, New York, telephonel 

Y 
was interviewed at his above-ii 

a vised of the identities of the interviewing agents and the 
nature of the interview, which was to ascertain-his knowledge and 

prvations of the evening of July 17, 1996. Thereafter, - 
provided the following information: 

tated that on the evening of July 17, 1996, at annroximat .ely 8:30 PM, he was hanging out-at Blue-PoinLBe& 
his girlfriend, 

1 when he observed k lhat he 
in front of him as he looked due south over the water of the bay, and over Davis Park and out into the ocean. stated that he was looking up at 

approximat -five (45) degree angle from approximately 
thirty (30) miles away. 

- described the flare 5s starting off in the 
front of a larger object and giving off an orange glow initially, 
then moving along the object horizontally, a second burst was 
observed approximately two to three seconds later causing the 

+ object to fall to forty (40) degrees, two to three seconds after 
' the second burst a third burst wa at about a thirty- 

five (35) degree angle from where was standing, two 
seconds after the third burst the two remaining bursts hit the 

advised that the initial flare seemed to hit the 
off to the west a y (80) degree angle giving off an orange and red glow. further advised that 

after the initial flare each of th cutive bursts 
increased in size with the third burst being the largest. 

tated that the initial flare was approximately 150 to 
p in the air. The second burst dropped lower than that 
own as did the third until the bursts hit the water. 

advised that after the bursts hit the water, he observed 
it of smoke. -further advised that he heard no 

noise from the bursts, however, he did remember a plane going 

‘d Iovestigation on 07/21/96 Holbrook, New York 
File I 265A-NY-259028 (-$\-*lL 

SA TIMOTHY J. LATTERNER 7 
by ALBERT J. HOLL (TJL: hrgjf. 

L* 
Date dii 0?.(22/9.$ _ . . : ;. 1 _ . . ) ,. 

‘his doatment conmitts neither twxtnmcwhtio~ nor eonchuion, of the FBI. It is the propetty of the FBI ami is bat& to your agency; 

it and its contcms UC not to 5e disuiitaJ outside your agency. 
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FD-3ma (Rev. 11-15-83) 

265A-NY-259028 

directly overhead in a southerly direction a little while before 
the initial flare. 

stated that he did remember seeing 
approximately a dozen boats on the water as he looked out 
however, 
of 

he could only describe them as all white and a mixture 
luxury boats, fishing boats and BAYLINERs. 

. 
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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

- 1 - 
FEDERALBUREAUOFINVDTIGATION 

Date of tntucription 07/29/96 

On July 17, 1996 was swimming on a piece of ro erty owned by his grandfather wit wAisr '?Itwo friends of his, - The property is located on South Country amp on about two miles from the center of town and three-four (3-4) miles from the shore line. 
At approximate1 shore facing east. turned in the y8:lli;hwe::z ?%%gh~~nt~~d direction o e train tracks which were to the said that in the south-west he saw what are rise up from below the tree line. said that he would be able to pinpoint exactly where saw the flare rise from because there is a slight dip in the tree line there. The flare was orange/pink in color and was moving away from south/southeasterly direction a sixty-five (65) degree angle at a steady speed. 

I color. described the top of the flare as a little ball, orange pin The flare left behind a smoke trail which was bluish/gray in color. The smoke trail behind the flair like vapor or gas. The smoke trail immediately behind the flair was darker but also blue/gray and seemed to be streaming out from behind the flare. The smoke trail was consistent in its color, density and thickness. 
The flare rose upward and then arced downward. The time it took to reach the top of the arc was approximately five seconds. The flare descended from the arc for approximately one second exploded into an orange ball.0 said the explosion seemed to move out and down splitting into six orange pieces which fell straight down trailing black smoke behind them. 

- Investigation on 07/22/96 at West Hampton, New York 
FdcI 265A-NY-259028 \ M SA ALBERT HO . 
by SA TIM LATTE Date dictated 07/26/96 ;..*,i? : 0734 
This document contains neither m nur conchsiias of the FBI. It is the propcny of the FBI and is Ioared to your agency; i’ 
._ . . . . . . . . , . 
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L 
6k .:A 

265A-NY-259028 
ComimmtipnofFD-302of \-&.h 07/22/96 .hgc 2 

lost si ht of the objects as they$kwpped past the 

!!!!!!eke loud rolling thunder. 
said several seconds later there was a 

did not see anything else in the sky and did 
t fall away from the smoke trail. 

said that a cloud of black smoke hung in the 
The smoke trail from the flair also 

remained and ended in a small blue/gray cloud within the larger 
black smoke cloud. 

9) miles- 
said that he was approximately six-nine (6- 

eginning of the smoke trail and ten-eleven 
(10-11) miles from the explosion originated from somewhere on the 

water in Moriches Bay. 
w 

0?3/ 





FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

‘L -l- 

Date of tntmcripion 7/23/96 

nanny for children of 
who req 

residences, provided the followin 
information when contacted by Special Agent PETER C. CASAZZA Of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and Detective GERARD KIRK, 

5th Squad, Suffolk County Police Department. 

speaks limited English. -acted as 

1996 at approximately 8:30 
scream so she came running from where 

'l.l she 
rlooking the ocean. There 

saw a fireball in the sky and watched it fall into the ocean. 
Once in the ocean, 
trail of smoke 

she could not see anything except a black 
from where the fireball fell. 

BACKGROUND 

Name: 

Date of Birth 

Address: 
m 

(summe; LEEidence) 

Telephone: 
265A-NY-259028~SUB-CC ( 

- lamstigatioaon 7/U/96 at Quogue, I.ew York 

~~~~ 265A-NY-259028 
II 

by SA PETER C. CASAZZA:mxb ' Date dictattd 7/21/96 

0739 >- 
T%is document contains neither rrmmmmhtions aor ~ac.hdons oft& FBI. ._ . . It is the ptqnxty of tk FBI and is bated to your wcncy; 
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265A-NY-259028 

Continuation of ED-m of 
- .on 7/18/96 .%e 2 

Occupation: 

Employer: 





- 1 - 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF IXVESTIGATION 

Date of transcrtppon T/26/96 

Thereafter 

He is 
.; 1 F.?iA-!S , 

an airline captain employed at GREAT AMERICAN 
-7Tr'Acr Post Office Box 10165, Reno, Nevada, 89510, telephone 
A-L... - -- 8’732) 586-7373. 

1-. J .*.A. - I Z^ 7 
Cn the evening of July 17, 1996, while piloting flight 

from Philadelphia, 
~~:assaci-lusetts (MA) , 

Pennsylvania (PA) to Boston 

AIR3337 
meparted PHILADELPHIA INTERiATIONAL 

and was airborne at 8:20 pm with a scheduled arrival time 
- at an altitude of 24,000 feet 

ead of KENNEDY AI 
telephone number 

-c =- Y.2 -,ing straight to the Earth. -- --_I cfn 
-;= --‘-:+., _ 

immediately 
ht red streams 

____ .=- ---dae 3r tIhe 

s:?-,r-zly after smset. 

t^_- z= did not _---. --- 

:a: 3 s a YS AIR flight in Z-=-e7 
20 

front of him which wasaalso flying to 
-ec----*, ether aircraft in the area, 

So passengers or 
to the best of his 

about sighting flashes 
crew me.mbers mentioned anything to 

in the sky during or after the 

-. 
c . . . ‘, 

i !. 

, 
-.A ,A 265A-NY-259028-SUB(‘C,q 

85 
\- 

7,24;‘g5 3t Linwood, .’ / _' :.!!;.,I.~': I? New Jersey v 
w - ,--- 

.’ = -z z.-.-.. _ '*-<--2551328-B LEAD TV(3071 - : Dare Jlctatcd 7/26/96 

,‘A ZXR1SXWER A. DAIL 



uL:15A-NY-259028-B LEAD l-W3071 

At about 11:45 pm that same evening 
'~FZel in watching the news on television at the HOWARD JO 

iievere, MA, when he heard the report concerning TWA Flight 800. 
CONLON then called the FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION (FAA) 
safety hot line number, 800) 255-1111, at Washington, D.C. and 
left a voice message. 

* 
also notified the Flight Serious 

Situation's national hot ine number (800) WX BRIEF for the 
region at Burlington, Vermont. 

-has no additional information to provide. He 
turned over copies (enclosed) of the report prepared by him and 
his first mate. 





FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

- I - 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 7/30/96 

After being advised of the 
the nature of the interview, 
information: 

of the interviewing Agent and 
provided the following 

On July 7, 1996,m was at the VETERANS 
ADMINISTRATION (VA) HOSPITAL in East Northport when he saw a 
plane with engines over the Jones Beach area. 
the height to be 7-10,000 feet. ated The plane caught 
attention because it left four vapor trails, one behind each 
engine. -observed the plane for a period of time until he 
turned around for ten seconds, when he turned back the plane was 

'w gone. -stated he had been in the United States Air Force 
and thought it strange that a vapor trail would be generated at 
such a low altitude. -stated, he viewed the plane between 
8:00 - 9:00 PM on July 17, 1996. This interview was conducted in 
the presence of Detective ROBERT STABB, Suffolk County Police 
Department Number 614. 

ct.- j&j 

“. -. . :.:r ;..,; __ _ L \ :. 

?\- 

Invcst~gation on 7/24/96 at Riverhead, New York 
/ 

Filet 265A-NY-259028 
. \BA CHRISTOPHER BRYCELAND 

i& SAMUEL G. KRAMER (SGK:dp) 
1473 by +a 

I SEP 941: I v-1 w .J96 
I I 

Date dictated 7/28@ ‘::EW Yost 1 I 

Thus document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
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fl 0 p "3 /Jorking'Copy ---- 
. . ,.--. Page , 1 

-vised o 
of the interview. 
information: 

ampton, Va., was 
the interviewing Agent and the nature 

hereafter provided the following 

and was on the ship working the evening of July 17,1996 when he 
observed the explosion in the sky. 

dvised that he was out on the ship's deck when 
e thought to be a flare low inthe 

believes he was looking towards land when he saw this 
sky. 

stated he saw two distinct roundish shapes in the *r- sky t a 
reddish-orange in color. A line of orange arced up on an angle 
from one shape to another. The second shape was not as big or 
round as the other. After viewing this for a second or two, 

tated he turned his attention back to his work on the 
ever saw this image fall. 

This is the extent of information 

l 

ould provide. 

i 
---------------------------- 

qe ID : 265A-NY-259028-302 
265A-NY-259028-CC3 

‘4 

I 9% 

: 
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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

-l- - 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 07/127/56 

New York 11772, was advised-of the identities of the inte&ie&ng 
agents and the nature of the interview, she provided the 
following information: 

On July 17, a boat owner, which rents a 
slip at DOCKSIDE 500, stated that approximately 8:40 PM, she saw 
an explosion in the south-eastern direction, which was red, 
orange, and white in color, but did not hear any sounds. She 
stated that she had no further information. 

~~~A-NY-~~~~z~-sIJBcc~ __ 

-- 
“.\d investigation on 07/20/96 at .&rq&ville, New York - 7' 

265A-NY-259028 
SA JOHN S. HUI; S LLEHER'~(ATF) ; 
SCP DET. PITTS (JSH:hrg). Data dicmed 07/22/96 

Thir Amrmrnt rnnninc nr 
.P 

A wnmmcdatinnz nor rnn&zirbni~gf thr FIN If i< the nmni I* IIt 0 f331 a*. ic l~anerl tn hur w3tcv* 
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b - I- 

FBDwALBUBEAUOFINvEsIlGATION 

Date of tlmscripdon 7/26/96 

of the interview, and provided the following information: 

d 
stated that he was in the Smith Point camping 

ground on We nesday, July 17, 
then saw white smoke. 

1996, and saw a flare going up and 
He said he thought it was just a boat 

sending up a flare and did not pay much attention to it. 

stated that approximately 10 - 15 minutes prior 
was a small white airplane with a blue stripe 

toward the tail circling the area for approximately 15 minutes. 
He stated he thought that a boat lit a flare because that small 
plane went down. 
unusually low, 

He stated he thought the small plane was 
approximately 100 feet off the water, circling 

over the ocean and the bay. 

rt . 

‘L./ Investigation on 7/20/96 at Shirley, New York 
Filel 265A-NY-259028 

b SA ANDREW DE CIC!CO:cam@ 7/23/96 
-a' 

Date dicmral “-t : i . , 
0 7s/ 2:: a 

Thir docummt cmtaina neither recommcn&tio~ mv eoncbions of UE FBI. It is tbe properly of the FBI 8nd is loaned to your qency: 
:: J’ i. * ._ . . 
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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

‘L -l- - 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

htcoftIanscription 7/27/96 

mpton Beach, New 
was contacted as 

day night July 
1 of fire that 

also said that at 
boom shook her 

red ball. 
-did not witness anything prior to seeing the 

‘L-l 
Investigation on 7/U/96 at Westhampton Beach, New York 

File# #iSA-NY-259028 

#4ES P. MIKALIC:cam Date dicmtcd 7/23/96 

l%is document contains neither rccmtmcndrtions nor co~~Ausiorrc of tk FRI. It is rhe nmnewv nf rhr IVN MWI ie h-a ++. n,....- -----..- 





,Q265A-NY-259028 

r;j- 
‘J SRD:hrg 

1 

On July 18, 1996, the following investigation was 

conducted by Special Agent STACY R. DIAMOND of the New York 

Office (NY01 of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI): . 

as interviewed at his 

Post Office 

stated he heard two booms, like a sonic boom, 

then saw a spiral coming down. 

, 





FD-302 (Rev. 3-l&82) 

//7 
-l- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Data of transcription 7/25/96 

information: 

On Wednesday, July 17, 1996, she, her two children and 
others were on Bridgehampton Beach located at the end of Ocean 
Road. The group was at the edge of the water basically facing a 
southerly direction. 

h- 
noticed a twin engine aircraft, she 

believed to be an Apac e, pass overhead heading in a westerly 
direction following the shoreline. 
it was out of sight. 

She watched the plane until 
She continued to look in a westerly 

direction and a few seconds later noticed a flare take off from 
the ocean. The flare was located west-southwest from her position 
on the beach. She described the flare as being a thick column of 
flame. The flare ascended from the ocean, from what- 
assumed to be a boat, and initially trweled straight up. A few 
seconds later the flare seemed to assume a slightly northern 
course. Suddenly, the flare's flame seemed to grow in size and 
become slightly thicker. 
fall into the ocean. 

The thicker flame then proceeded to 

1 ca- _--- ‘. 
LJ 1nve31igrtion on 7/25/96 at Westhampton Beach, New York(teli@ibie~ 

! .+: -- x3& 
File # 265A-NY-259028 ( _. . .n I --" t.d .- 4 - ,. '. J / . 
by SA JOSEPH D. FOELSCH JR/gin* ,(' Date dictated 7/2 

0779 1 r- - .- -..' -------- 
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the twooertv al the FRte&~~tn~nwl tn W-V .o-.-.~- 
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FD-202 (Rev. 3-10-82) 

-l- 

F’EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Data of trueaiptbn 07/28/96 

of July 17, 1996. Thereafter 
information: 

provided the following -.. --'I, 

was in a second floor room of his families 
roximately 8:30 PM on July 17, 1996, when he 

noticed a bright red/orange fireball ascend upward from the 
horizon south, southwest of his location. This fireball ascended 
approximately forty-five (45) degrees straight up over the 
horizon at an 
southeast from 

point of twelve (12) miles to the east, 
vantage point. 

The red/orange fireball was believed by 
large flare or firework. This fireball was of co 
and remained approximately the same size on its descend as its 
accent. On its descent the red/orange fireball left a trail of 
grayish smoke. -indicated that the size, color and 
consistency of the fireball remained constant while it was 
visible to him, both on its accent and descent. 

-did not see the origin of the fireball. He only 
was alerted to it when he noticed the bright red/orange ball of 

did not hear any noise associated with this display 

The weather/sky at the time 
h 

made this observation 
was clear. The occurrence occurred rig t before sundown. 

could not provide any additional details or 
ating to the fireball. -was advised to 

recontact the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) if he recalls 
any additional information. 

L-l Investiaetioo on 07/2 lL96 , at Hampton Bays, New York 
I 

File # 265A-NY-259 t- -_' , ') ~1 . . - t-a " 
l 

SA DOUGLAS B 
. . YJa 

by .:SA MICHAEL S Date dictated 07/!,&6 

07P3 --.-_.- ____ 
This document contains neither rerommendrlinnr nor cnnch~ilm~ nf thr FRl lt ie thr nrnn~t.~ n: shr FPT a-1 i- L---A L- -.-..- ------.. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Detc of trenacriptioo 7/25/96 

provided the following information: 
in Brooklyn, New York, and 

J Hampton Bays, New 
:ing the summer months. 

Brooklyn, New York 11209, 
during the school year. 

On July 17, 19960 was attending a social 
function at the MESCHUTT BEACH PAVILION, Hampton Bays, New York, 
:t:;p~;"""(INU~ Sometime betwex;zs 

and her f&d walked around t the south side 
of the pav lion to get a breath of fresh air. 

near the flagpole on the southwest side of the pavilion. 
was looking at the flag on the pole, when she observed 

an orange ball of fire in the sky to the south-southwest. 
orange fireball rose momentarily and a&ed away from her. The 

The orange fireball then 1gopened81 into a fan of flames. 
The fan of flames was estimated to be at least four times the 
size of the orange fireball. 

The fan of flames began descendin toward the earth 
until it disappeared below the tree line. 
several silver sparkles, -noticed 
occurred, 

to the right of where the explosion had 
tree line. 

immediately after the flames disappeared behind the 

d 
immediate thou ht was that a plane had 

exploded an eras ed into the bay. -and her friend 
waited for a short time expecting to hear sirens from the local 
police and fire department, responding to the crash, but heard 
none. -did hear two muffled bangs. 

seconds. 
The entire event lasted approximately six to seven 

/ 

'W invcstiprtion on 7/25/96 Hampton Bays, New York p, \ at 
File # 265A-NY-259028 & 

SA JAMES J. ROTH 
by SA GREGORY A. CO (GAC:gmo) D,,e d*ctrted 

07%Y This document contains neither recommen conclusions of the FBI. I1 is the property of 
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-l- FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Date af truaufptiam 0/0/96 

information: 

w 

On Wednesday, July 17, 
was on motorcycle patrol. 

o DOCKERS RESTAURANT, Dune S 
in the parking 

aapton ma&, Ny 

oximately 8:30 pm 
was 

when he saw a white streak traveling in an arch from west to east 
inthe sky. The arch left a smoke trail and then exploded into 
an orange fire ball. 
or columns. 

The fire ball then fell down in two parts 

fire ball. 
m 

was facing southwest when he viewed the 

explosion. 
did not hear any sound during or after the 
believed that the explosion took place over 

the beach not over the ocean. 

‘u “-tilrlbr Om 7/26/96 et Southampton, New York 

FfleI 265A-NY-259028 

D. FETHIERE/NP/dap Date dictatad 7/26/96 

fti WUt mti Bdth mradrtba 101 cm-8 of tbe FBI. It fr the nmndr d #hr 91~ l nd a* ~*-sJ *- m-0 --m-e . 
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The following investigation was conducted by Special 
Agents JOHN HUI, KEVIN KELLEHER, Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
(ATF), and PETER BRADY, at VANISE FARMS, 8047 Jericho Turnpike, 

Woodbury, New York (NY), (516) 921-3586. 

,- Date 
ecurity Account Number 
Amityville NY 11701 
of the in&view and'the identities of 

the interviewing Agents, provided the following information: 

hours of 
recalled that on July 17, 1996, between the 

8:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., at the backyard of 
Amityville, NY 11701, he and his wife, 

mh blanket on top of the grass in their bat yar . 
sat on the blanket facing an eastern direction. 

Between the hours of 8:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m., 
ran errands from the backyard to inside the ho 
remained seated on top of the blanket. 

z;hi;Et;=!.: *could not ~~~~ 
period of time heard a lar e plane traveling overhead 

'w 

the plane. 
and the high altitude of 

stated that the sound emanating from the 

He described the sound as a 
#&sound, similar to a choking engine running out of gas". 

further stated that the "missing sound*' lasted for three 
our minutes and that the "missing soundI' did not originate 

from the southern direction, 
located. 

where the Long Island Railroad is 

provided no further information. 
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The following investigation was conducted by Specialblfj 
Agent (SA) REYNALDO TARICHE II%d Detective FRANCIS BERBERICH," 
New York Police Department: 

nome 
was contacted at his summer 

bsthampton, New York, telephone 
, regarding observations he made on July 17, 

advised that at approximately 8:25 PM, he looked 
out his front deck in a south easterly direction and observed 
large plumes of smoke and flames rising from the horizon 
stated that the smoke and flames were followed by 
five (5) loud ltboomft noises. advised that the smoke and 
flames appeared to be coming e direct-on of the SWORDFISH 
BEACH AND TENNIS CLUB, Dune Road, Westhampton. -stated that 
he initially believed that the SWORDFISH BEACH AND TENNIS CLUB 
was on fire, but later turned on the television and determined 
that Trans World Airline (TWA) Flight number 800 had crashed into 

Also resent during the observations on July 17, 
&!iil-I.ii.,.* (daughter), and- 

l 
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On August 1, 

(FBI) Special Agent 

1996, Federal Bureau of 

(SA) DAVID MARILIANO and Al 

Investigation 

F) SA LAUREN GRANAT interviewed 

East Moriches, New York, telephone 

_ stated that on July 17, 1996, at approximately 

8:35 PM, he observed an orange ball of fire with an orange tail, 

followed by a second orange ball of fire with an orange tail. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of mnscription 07./26/5~ 

Drive, Patchogue, New York i‘i772, was-advised of the identities 

of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, she 

provided the following information: 

her husband's boat 

York, 

On July t~~~~~~~~t:~a~~~Oo~~~a~~,h~~wand 

stated that s e explosion to the south. that the 

first explosion was larger than-the second explosion. She had no 

further information. 

‘4 Itlvc i*,*.d 01, 07/20/96 at -- Patchogue,-New.Ygrk 

6 if 

265A--NY-259028 

SA JOHN S. HUI; KEVIN KELLEHER; 

SCPD DET.'MIRE.PITTS (JSH:hrg). Due dictated 07/23/96 . . ‘. 
2iM 

-. I 1 
--__ -. --. .’ I .--#. ______: 

. 
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u 

The following investigation was conducted by Special 
Agent (SA) WILLIAM INZERILLO on July 23, 1996: 

Oakdale, New Yc---, 
concerning his observations the night of Jul 
advised that late in the afternoon on July I 
north and looking out his livingroom window, 
flashes that looked like fireworks. - 
"fireworksV1 originated on the North Shore of 

vicinity of Sag Harbor. 
hear an explosion. 

advised that 

sd 
my 17, 1996. 
.7, 1996, while facing 

he observed two 
believes that the 

i Long Island in the 
he did not see or 
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On July 18, 1996, the following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) STACY R. DIAMOND of the New York 
Office (NY01 of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI): 

ewed pursuant Westhampton, New York, 
to an investigative vehicle checkpoint at the intersection of Dune Road and Jessup 

Lane, Westhampton, New York. 

gone - stated she saw a big orange fire, then it was . 

‘w 
. 

265A-NY-259028-SUB - < C / 

FE3 2 6 1997 1 I FBI - NEW YORK 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 08/09/96 

following information: 

Baiting Hollow, 
en she noticed 

the treeline. 0 described this 
firework having a thick, yellow color tail. The time this 
occurred was 'ust after sunset, but there still was light in the 
sky. Frombpoint of view, the firework moved from left 

When it came to a point the whole thing exploded. 
described it as a tremendous explosion that last about 5 

as it fell straight down. It was bright fire yellow 
and there was a secondary explosion. 
cylindrical in shape, taller than wide. estimated that 
the time she first saw something in the sky to the time of the 
first explosion was about 3 or 4 seconds. -was waiting to 
see if more fireworks would follow. 

:k -. Investigation on 7/23/96 rt Long Island, New Yor 

File # 265A-NY-259028 , r-. i- 
SAs RICHARD F. MC CART ERICK J. LAUBER fl -.- -) 'j ;t. .- ̂ 1 *- 

by SA PAUL D. VALENTINE/ 7/23/ 6 L --‘ '-' * " '- ' I ! --- 7 
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of Ibe FBI en-m 

it and its contents are nol to be distributed outside your rgency. 
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F'RDERALBURRAU OFINVESTIGATION 

Date of trwaiption 8/12/96 

New York, 
Hampton Bays, 

was interviewed with 
Special Agent BARTHOMMEW AVERSANO, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms, and Detective Sergeant JIMMY SHIELDS, Suffol‘r 
County Police Department. - was advised as to the 
identity of the interviewing Agents and provided the following 
information: 

SE 

At the time of the TWA Flight 800 airplane crash, 
was fishing at the commercial fishing dock, on the 

cock side of the Hampton Bays. At approximately 8:30 pm 
observed a glow of fire ascend to the sky, colored 

orange. 
mushroom. 

He described it as a fire-like glow with the shape of a 
He observed the glow above the dunes. He heard three 

large whoops at the time of the explosion. 
crash it was very muggy. 

On the night of the 

crash it became real cool. 
Approximately ten minutes before the 

muggy again. 
Then after the explosion it became 

The ball of flame could have been one to two miles 
out to sea, but closer than the airplane,crash. 

40’s, who was n 
described a White male, dark complexion, age 
from the area, was seen at the fishing dock. 

He was driving a CARMEN GHIA vehicle, with egg blue with brown 
patches all over the car, possibly rust. This maswas,verv 
worried about getting a parking ticket on his car. 

Another White male, short, gray thinning hair, with 
side burns, was observed at the fishing dock. He had snorkeling 
gear and was going into the water. The man told 
had to go snorkeling because "today is the day." 

-that he 

The glow went up and approximately ten seconds later 
he heard three woops. 

Fs retired. For forty years he has owned his 
own televis on repair service which he operated out of his home. 

inrmtigrtion OD 7/29/96 8t Hampton Bays, New York 
'W 

ph g 265A-NY-259028 r C.&l - &JSS 

by SA MARTIN BERNSTEIN/r-do 
OF/P 

Date dktrted 7/29/96 

This documatt oontrhs neither recommcndrtio~c nor c~&wioor of the FBI. It is the property of tbe FBI md ia loamd to y~ar agaq; I, -..r) ,,. ..--,--.- --_ __. ._ c. >?.*-.I ,.I - s:* 
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Date of mucription 7/25/96 

station on two occasions on 7/19/96, and &as interviewed regarding his observations of the evening of 7/17/96, regarding an explosion he observed in the sky. 
ytias interviewed by SA PETER C. On the first occasion he 

On the second occasion, CASAZZA and SA CAROL KAZMARECK. he was interviewed by the same agents, accomnanied by ROBERT DOHERTY, Analyst, Missile and Space & Intelligence Center, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 576-4545. telephone (205) The purpose of the second interview'was to enable RGBERT DOHERTY to listen to Mr. 7,'; 7/36. STU&LE's observation of 

124 Vrr.-s observations on the evening of 7/17/96: 
He related that he was fishing with his friend- 

-off cf the east jetty of Moriches Inlet. f~rtherest point of the jetty facing southwest. He was at the 
3: 3; FM, w$ ' P At approximately 

d-e -:isirn what ;he surf casting he noticed out of his periphial thought was a flare to the southeast. It first acnsared tc him at eye level and continued to rise upward from zL>t point, at a fast rate of speed. It rose to a certain point and apneared then to curve southeast and slightly downward. 

Iie then saw a small flash or explosion and then a large sqlosion or fireball. 
The entire fireball then descended to the ocean surface 

c.. e.. ZWO pieces, which were close together. 
-'-a--l 

One piece being larger 
--.w.. the other. 

They continued to fish until approximately 9:45 PM and sbserved many boats and a helicopter heading out to the site of . . zr.e txploslon. Xnen they returned to their truck tqm,$#q,&i 

T!!I. J~xumcnt ~onrams nzuhcr rccommendauons nor conclusions of rhr FBI 

. 
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Conmuauon of FD.302 of 11L.oo 7/19/96 .:e 2 turned on the radio. in the Atlantic. They heard about a plane crash off Moriches but an explosion. They said to themselves that that was no crash, 

Ifi m 
close, 

stated that the fireball first appeared to be 
because the fireball was so bright. After the fireball 

hit the surface of the ocean he could not see it anymore. There remained only a large cloud and trail of smoke. He estimated that the fireball landed further then seven miles from his location. He advised that the earth curves every seven miles. This would put the crash location beyond his visual line of site. 

He described the flare as red and orange in color, which did not leave a smoke trail. He observed this flare at approximately the 10 o'clock position from his position on the east jetty, designating the 12 o'clock position as his standing at the jetty's point with his shoulders square to the shore line. He never saw the airplane. exploded after seeing the fireball. He presumed an airplane 
He estimates it was approximately five seconds from the time he saw the flare to the time that he saw the fireball. After the fireball fell into the ocean, it was approximately five to ten seconds and he heard a thunder or rumbling come over the water. He recalls a lot of boat traffic headed out toward tde crash site shortly after the fireball and also recalls a 20 to 24 foot boat headed back into the inlet around the same time, but cculd not recall specifics about the incoming boat. He related he did not call the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) that evening to report his observation 

because when he returned home and turned on the news there were .. 
so many people calling in, he thought there must be plenty of witnesses. Then the next day when he was at work he spoke to friends about what he saw and they advised him to call the FBI. 
So he called the next day on 7/18/96, and spoke to a female Coast Guard Lieutenant who took his name and telephone number. 

/773 
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tn 
On 7/19/96, an FBI Agent named!-\ from 

'e Boston FBI Office, and two male FBI Agents came to his work 
location to interview him. After speaking with him they 
requested that he go to the East Moriches Coast Guard Station to 
relate his observations. 

Sackground 

Name: 
Date of Birth: 

Social Security Account Number: 
Home Address: 

Telephone: 
Employment: 

Position: 

Fishing Friend: 
Home Address: 

3ome Telenhone: 
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FEDERAJaBUREAUOFlNWSTIGATIoN 

mOftrut#c~ 7/21/1996 

On July 20, 1996, three locations were visited. The 
purpose of these visits was to record general sighting 
information from three (3) previously interviewed witnesses who, 
at these respective locations, made observations of Trans World 
Airlines (TWA) flight 800 and/or Ma flare" which seemed to be 
launched in the general direction of TWA flight 800 at 
approximately 8:30 PM on July 17, 1996. 

The three (3) locations visited were: 

(1) Rogers Beach, West Hampton Beach, New Y 
for plotting observations previously reported by .a650 

(2) West Hampton Beach High School Parkinu Lot. for 
plotting observations previously reported bi 

(3) East side of Center Horiches inlet, end o 
for plotting observations previously reported by 

AU, 
The personnel making these visits were: Federal Bureau 

of Investigation (FBI) - Special Agent (SA) Paul Shea, SA Peter 
C. Casazza, SA William F. Lynch; 
(s-1 

Suffolk County Marine Bureau 
- Deputy Inspector Douglas Watulewich, Police Officer 

Vincent Termine, 
Department (SCPD) 

Sergeant Charlie Gerlach; Suffolk County Police 
- Police Officer Ken Treder; Defense 

Intelligence Agency (DIA) Senior Intelligence Officer Robert A. 
Doherty; and Surface to Air Missile Armaments Analyst Thomas F. 
LeBlanc. 

At the above locations, azimuth directions based on 
witness statements were taken by SCMB personnel using a GPS 45 
Personal Navigator and a hand bearing magnetic compass. 

The purpose of recording this and other similar 
information was to allow. for future interpretation of this data. 

Inveti&oll on 7/20/1996 rt 

265A- 

‘Ihirdocumslltc~~-rwwcoacluriolDlofdKmr. 11irthcpmpclty 
wt3 it and ita c~nt~atr are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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Date of trmrcription 7/29/96 

. 
On July 29, 1996, SAS William F. Lynch, Peter C. 

kasazza.?and Paul Shea, FBI, received from Deputy inspector 
-DOUGLAS MATULEWICH and VINCENT TERMINE, Suffolk county Police 

Dept., (SCPD)-Marine Bureau, a compass intersection rendering of 
witness sightings of TWA flight # 800, and/or a "flare", which 
appeared to have been launched in the direction of flight # 800, 
just before it exploded and crashed into the ocean approximately 
8:30 PM, on Wednesday, 7/17/96. 

This rendering was prepared by Messrs MATULEWICH and 
TERMINE, based upon witness observations given to all of the 
above personnel, 
Bureau, 

and to Officer Charles Gerlach, SCPD-Marine 
and Robert Doherty and Tom LeBlanc, of the Defense 

Intelligence Agency (DIA), over the period ?/20-29/96. The 
witness observations/interviews had been done jointly/severally, 
by the above personnel. 

The purpose of this endeavor ms to learn if the 
azimuth intersections of witness sightings might indicate a site 
or general area from which the afarmentioned "flare" might have 
been launched. 

k 

The witness info upon which this rendering is based, 
consisted of; sightings of TWA flight # 800; sightings of an 
unusual "flare" launched in the direction of flight # 800, which 
"flare" seemed to adjust its own course: an orange impact/glow 
upon flight # 800; sightings of a subsequent large and violent 
aerial explosion; 
the ocean. 

and the ultimate crashing of flight # 800 into 

L-l 
nvatigrtion on 7/20-29/96 et EAST MORICHES, N.Y. 

F~ICI 265 A NY 259028 I- 4q8 ' f -. 
! 

SA WILLIAM F. LYNC 
by SA PETER C. CASAZZA. SA PA&HEA Datedictated 7/29/96 .. 

069V kff *.-. ,. ‘. . . . : 
Thir document contrias neither recommatdrtionr nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is hoed to yoor egam - ’ 
;I and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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2 6 5  A  N Y  2 5 9 0 2 8  

Cont inuat ion  o fFD-302of  C O M P A S S  I N T E R S E C T I O N S  
* o n  7 / 2 0 - 2 9 / 9 6 , P a g r  2  

L i s t ed  b e l o w  a r e  t h e  n a m e s  o f  t h e  w i tnesses ,  a n d  t h e  

s i tes t h e y  o c c u p i e d  a t  t h e  t ime t h e y  o b s e r v e d  e i t h e r  T W A  f l ight  #  

8 0 0 ,  o r  t h e  " f l a re "  w h i c h  a p p e a r e d  to  r ise,  to  m e e t  it. 

E a s t jetty, Mor i ches  inlet. lo%  a 9  

D e c k  o f  R o g e r s  B e a c h ,  

W e s t h a m p t o n ,  L. i .  3 b 3  

D o c k  o n  m a r i n a  a t  G r e a t  G u n  H\  

B e a c h ,  Smi th  P o i n t  P a r k  

B e a c h ,  T o w n  o f  B r o o k h a v e n ,  
b L ) %  

L.I. 

Smi th  P o i n t  P a r k  

Beach , . .  d i rec t ly  i n  f ron t  o f  ( g @  

western-most  ste p s  o n  
b o a r d w a l k .  

F r o m  h is  b o a t ,  a p p r o x .  1  mi le  

of f  s h o r e  f r om M o r i c h e s  

inlet, Eas t  Mor iches,  N .Y . 
i A %  

vu : 
D u r i n g  t h e  p e r i o d  c i ted,  th e  a f o r e m e n t i o n e d  FBI,  D IA  

a n d  S C P D  p e r s o n n e l  p e r s o n a l l y  v is i ted t h e  exac t  s i tes w h i c h  t h e  

witnesses h a d  o c c u p i e d  a t  a p p r o x .  8 : 3 0  PM,  o n  7 / 1 7 / 9 6 .  
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Continuationof PD-U)I~ COMPASS INTERSECTIONS . on 7/20-29/96,Page 3 

At each site, officers Matulewich and Termine used a 
naval compass and a Garmin Global Positioning System (GPS-45) 
instrument to shoot/process the azimuths along which the 
witnesses had reported their observations on the above date and 
time. 

Based upon the witness info, and upon the best 
calculations of officers Matulewich and.Termine, the following 
results were obtained: 

. 
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Date of tmnscripion 08/09/96 

1996, and advised of additional information he recalled regarding 
his recollections of the evening of July 17, 1996. 

advised that approximately one-half (l/2) hour 
the fireball explosion over the ocean he 

recalled a loud formula type boat leaving Moriches Inlet. What 
brought his attention to this boat.was the fact that it was so 
loud. It sounded as if there were no mufflers on it. As it left 
the inlet, it was going very fast in a southerly direction. 

He estimated the boat was twenty-five - thirty (25-30) 
feet long and was dark in color, probably black. The boat had a 
small cockpit in the back and two male occupants. It had one or 
possibly two inboard motors. 

indicated that he could not recall any further 

:;:ELraing the loud, sleek, fast boat. 
l&q friend, 

but that he mentioned this to his fishing 
who was with him that evening and 

does not recall seeing the boat return to 
to them leaving at approximately 1O:OO PM. 

BACKGROUND: 

::ar.e: 

Date of Birth: * 
Social Security 

Account Number: 

Address: 
x i"Cldle Island, New York 



265A-NY-259028 
C~~mL~nuahn $81. FD-302 of - .On O7/31/96 .~sgt 2 

Fishing Friend: 

Date of Birth: 

Social Security 
Account Number: 

Address: 

Telephone: 
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Date oftranscription 08/09/96. 

of Birth (DOB) 
, Selden, New Y 

1996, and 
recollections of the evening of July 17, 1996. 

Lgarding his 

related that on the evening of July 17 1996, 
explosion 

e-half (l/2) hour before he witnessed ihe 
over the ocean, he recalls a very loud cigarette type 

boat leaving Moriches Inlet. 

He and his friend 
the east jetty of the inlet 
the engines of this boat drew their attention to it. 

escribed the boat as dark in color, 
approximately twenty-five - thirty (25-30) feet in length. It 
most likely had two inboard engines. The boat definitely had one 
and mostly probably two male occupants. 

As it came through the inlet it stopped briefly at the 
mouth of the inlet for about thirty (30) seconds, then it 
accelerated at what appeared to be full throttle and took off 
very fast in a southerly direction. 

to he and his friend 
approximately 9:45 PM. 
took notice of the cigarette type boat. 

Backaround: 

Name: 

Date of Birth: 

Social Security 
Account Number: 

-. .._ -. . ,: 
In\:*Lg3lldn on 08/01/96 Bl Selden, New York 

- -e : 

a133 U3 
~,;:o 265A:NY-259028 ~U/J ,?r3 -cI'1/ L* SA PETER C. CASAZZAjhrg Da .!.;u~sJ 

,?--% 
08/05/96 
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Conlinuation of FD-302 of MATTHEW GERARD STURIALE * On 08/01/96 .Page 2 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Fishing Friend: 

Date of Birth: 

Social Security 
Account Number: 

Address: 

Telephone: 
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Date of uanscription 7/24/1996 

identities of the interviewing agents and the nature of the 
interview. 

s 

then furnished the following information: 

advised that around 8:30 PM, he observed huge 
fireworks with a s ight pink glow with white smoke. 0 
wife was watching TV at the notified him that AEK news 
reported a plane was down. realized that the light he 
thought was fireworks was a e plane coming down. 

stated that there was a large fire which disintegrated 
hit the horizon. In retrospect 

the fire was too large to have been 
south over the ocean. 

Investigation on 7/21/1996 ar West Hampton Beach, N 
/ F;le# 265A-NY-259028i+ 

SA James Rothe " I, 
SA Gavin P. Shea (GPS:iaw) ,&-, Date dictatcd 7/21/1996 I: - I by 
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Date of transcription 07/24/96 

of the interview 

provided the following information: 

P- at his boa 
was fishing along the Forge River when he looked 

s plastic interior ield and noticed what he 
thought was a bright sun set. hen turned ar 
huge orange and red cone coming 
realized it was a large plane. 

rom the sky. 

the other side of Fire Island. 
said the plan 

plane crash or anything in the 
did not actually see the 

efore the plane exploded. 

said he did not see anything odd or unusual on 
crash or the days leading up to the crash. 

:n\estlgatton on 07/19/96 at Center Moriches, New York 

“Y--” F;ie = 265A-NY-259028'65 

51 SA Frederick R. Schmied /iq 
Date dictate 

-- Yt;j :dcument contains neither recommen,fatlons nor conclurlons of the FBI. It IS the property of th 
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oP3g 
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Police Department. The interview was conducted on July 23, 1996. 

On July 23, 1996, approximately at 6:30 PM, 

Park. 

-advised that he was the Captain of the- 
on the evening of July 17, 1996. 

caving the Fire Island Inlet, 
He advised that upon 

he originally went on a headino of 
22 e rees, 

h 

heading toward the southwest. -At about 8:30 PM,* 
stated that they were about two to three miles offshore, 

somew ere between the Fire Island Inlet and Jones Beach. He did 
not see the Trans World ' ated that two 
(2) of his rnates,~~~~ saw the 
crash. He did not no e any type of Loran or GPS coordinates. 

stated that the only strange thing he saw that 
to 700 foot ship heading from the west to the 

east. This occurred at about lo:30 PM 
was either a cargo ship or a tanker. 

ted that this ship 
stated it was 

unusual to see this type of ship in the Jones Beach/Fire Island 
Inlet area at that time of day. 

also noted that Squid Trawlers usually net 
of the Fire Island Inlet. He stated that 

several are based out of Islip on a road on Montauk Highway 
across from McDonalds. Upon approaching a fisherman at the Islip 
location, this Investigator was advised that the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI) had queried the fishermen regarding the 
incident on July 21, 1996. 

265A-NY-259028-SUB 
CC ‘3 

I 
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wand 3. 
?olice Department. The interview was conducted on July 23, 1996. 

On July 23, 1996, approximately at 6:15 PM, 

,-dp~ree scace rarK. 

stated that he only saw the ball of flame 
t was at least twenty 
as on the ocean, he 
t in pinpointing - %hkp _I..- fire ball occurred. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dare of tnnscrlptwn 7/30/96 

Hopatcong, NJ, 
the identity of 
erview. Also 
1 interpreting 

was Jesus Sande Jr.. thereafter provided the 

a deck hand on the 
'leasant, NJ '. On 
on the boat working 

around sun set and 
with anoth .er deck 

udden burst of flam  
ight. These flames 

.es 

w2re moving in a soilthward direction, first somewhat horizontal, 
'I?,=- down quickly cn -e-v.. an angle into the water. This image fell as 
r-2 -+-- big burning streak from  the sky. This burst of flames was a 
..-"/ - .>- . 3i red and orange in color and very bright. After 
disappearing into the water, big black smoke was visible . 

~~i~a~~~~i,s hearing nothing prior to or 
-z-sy cl- - -- n, he saw nothing unusual on the 
.- - :, z _ f :- ,3r In the sky that evening. 

This is tke extent cf irfz-nation Andradecaamano could 
-=:3-- - regarding this incident. 
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FEDERAL BLREAU OF IKVESTIGATION 

Dare of rranscrlprlon 7/30/96 

hereafter provided the following 

stated his date of birth is g/30/1969, social 
sec*drity number 144-86-2279, and that he is a deck h 

flshlng vesse- owned by his roommate's family, 

advised that on the night of the air lane 
tting on the hatch with 

N;he- -. Le the explosion occurred. They were fishing + zas _ Yoriches area and facing west at the time 
i-9 saw a huge flare-like light in the northern --- 
cr zer, o'clock. This light was a reddish- orange color that at Z1 - -rsz seemed to have some movement to it, then just fall from the 

this light falling in two stages next to 
to streak down into the water. Although 

-Ai eiieves some of this streak burned brighter 
~~~ns~~~'~way down.F,saw big black smoke rise 
f 5-3, w:c.ere this image hit the wa er. 

recalls hearing no noise from this explosion. -L- c __ - at he saw nothing unusual in the area or in - ;- -..e s:<y that evening- saw no flares in the sky that .- - ,', c 
r-3,. : I.-IS is ,,lc. axtent of + ;. 0 Information . . .,_^ _.- -;- Y--"FJav--j4 - this Inci5er,z. 

- could 
c--.-4- c-_ c -1-g 
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‘i-l SUBJECT: UNSUB(S); EXPLOSION OF TWA FLIGHT 800, 20 MILES 

SOUTHEAST OF HAMPTON, NEW YORK: JULY 17, 1996; AOT-IT-EOD; 

LEAD TW 2208; 0O:NY. 

HIS FISHING BOAT APPROXIMATELY 8:45 - 8:50PM ON JULY 17, 1996, 

JUST EAST OF FIRE ISLAND MOVING EAST. HE SAW A REDDISH 

"FLARE," ALREADY OFF THE SURFACE MOVING UPWARD IN AN EAST TO 

WEST DIRECTION WITH A SLIGHT ARCH. AFTER APPROXIMATELY 5 

SECONDS OR LESS HE SAW A WIDE ILLUMINATION LIKE A FIREWORK. 

HE SAW WRECKAGE (ORANGE-RED) FALL IN A "H" PATTERN. HE DIDN'T 
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*PAGE 2 NY (265A-NY-259028 SUB A) UNCLAS 

OBSERVE ANY SMOKE TRAIL OR HEAR AN EXPLOSION. BETWEEN 8:45 

AND 9:OOPM HE OBSERVED A TUG BOAT WITH A FLAT BARGE MOVING 

EAST TO WEST. 

LEAD 

NEWARK DIVISION AT NEWARK, NJ 

OBSERVATION. PROVIDE RESULTS TO NEW YORK FLIGHTS LEAD TW 

2208. 

BT 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of tnnscription 7/25/96 

On July 19, 1996, at about 7:05 PM, Sergeant 
FRED DeLUCA and Detective NICHOLAS GARCIA, SO-g, were 

Coast Guard Station and interviewed on 
n connection with the crash of TWA Flight 800 

te:‘Nme %s 
e has a mailing address at 

ineer employed by 

water in a 30' survey 
'v and the boat operator, 

next to a window. 
Within a second of that flash, he observed-a burst of fire 
forming a huge fireball. He described the fireball as a object 
or substance of extreme flammability being suddenly ignited as 
opposed to an explosion expending side to side energy. 
Immediately black smoke appeared over the "fireball" and white 
smoke over the black smoke. Two large pieces engulfed in flames 
fell to the ocean, side-by-side, one lower then the other. These 
objects fill straight down while it appeared the fireball 
remained suspended in air still burning for a period of time. 

advised that he did not hear an explosion; 
however, he,adds that his vessel is powered by twin diesel 
engines-generating a high level of noise. He further reports 
that he did not see any projectiles or light from surface to air 
and had not seen the aircraft flying. 

sped to the crash site at about 18 - 20 knots. 
8 falling in small pieces. He described it as 

"raining debris." He also radioed the Coast Guard. He advised 
that he began to encounter debris while still one-half mile from 
the crash site. Upon getting closer, he observed fire bubbling 
up and out of the ocean. 265A-NY-259028-SUB a2 . 3 

Investigation on 7/19/96 at East Moriches, New York ...:;-~~"---.~:'~~ - ..- 
4--s---- a 

Filet 265A-NY-259028 I 3 3 
Detective NIW Gm (W-9 j' '.; 1 

bY Sergeant FRED DeLUCA (SO-9)/dp $ w7E 
&;L 

,. .-: i 
__-^.-- 

Thl\ document contams neher recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI YL: 14111cpfny-geyi --.---- --- . 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 7/29/96 

I 
Airways, 
International Airport (MIA). 
interviewing Agents with infor 

b Airline Pilot, 
yterminal 

Virgin Atlantic 
l'B@l of the Miami 
bapproached the 

.rding the incident 
involving MA flight 800 that occurred on July 17, 1996. 

advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents, 
provided the following information: 

On July 17, 1996, 
officer aboard Virgin Atlan 

was serving as the first 
SO09 enroute from Heathrow 

Airport in London, England to John F. Kennedy (JFK) Airport in 
New York City. VSOO9 was passing the Calverton beacon while on a 
descent approach to JFK and had an altitude between 17,000 and 
18,000 feet. 

ft 
that time noticed a flash on the port 

side of his aircra c drew his attention to a cockpit 
visibility position that he termed "approximately eight-o'clock". 
After this flash hen noticed a large aircraft 

The flaming aircraft observed by 
correct attitude for a two second 

the starboard side and fall into 
the ocean. 

five to six miles in the distance. 

the type of aircraft. added that the left wing was 

as it fell to the ocean. 

As the aircraft was falling, 
control tower at JFK and reported his 
heard at least one other pilot in an unknown aircraf 
reporting his observations to the control tower. 

estimated that it took appro.<imately 25 
seconds f-raft to fall into wijea, was able to 
view the entire fall of the wreckage. did not recall 
observing any type of smoke trail consi a missile or 

Investigation on 7/26/96 4 / at Miami, Florida 

- File" 265A-NY-259028~ "Pt 
SA MARK N. D'AMICO 

by SA FRANCISCO R. OLIVA (FDLE) Date dictated 7/29/96 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conchaiona of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; t. # 
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265A-NY-259028 
Cmllnuation of FD-302 of PAUL NICHOLAS WHELAN . On .7/26/96 , Page 2 

other projectile prior to the explosion. -is a veteran 
pilot of sixteen years service in the Royal Air Force, and is 
familiar with the pattern of flight of surface-to-air, and other 
type missiles. 

identified the Captain of Virgin flight 
~;;;;~~~~ and advised that both he and 

be reac e through the Virgin Atlantic 
. 

The following biographical data was supplied by Mr. 
WHELAN: 

NAME: 
Sex : male 
Race: 
DOB: 
POB: Yorkshire, 

England 
Passport: 
Home Address: 

Home Telephone 
Business Address: 

Ltd., 
Virgin Flight Centre, 
Victoria Rd., Horley, 
Surrey, England RHG7PY 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcrlptm 7/19/96 

Lead Control #TW109 

--’ ----- - chtown, Pennsylvani 
was interviewed at the Greensboro, N.C. 

Resident Agency (Charlotte Division) regarding the explosion and 
crash of TWA Flight 800 near Long Island, New York, on the 
evening of 07/17796 rTnnn beino-apprised about the nature of 
this interview, the following information: 

It was determined that1 is a pilot for East 
Winds Airlines and on the evenin? c/96, he was a member of 
a crew that 
New Jersey. 
while Captai 
were no othe 

Massachusetts enroute to Trenton, 
served as the First Officer on Flight 507, 

was the pilot of the aircraft. There 
n the cockpit. 

According to the course being traveled by 
" 5 0 7 " took them diagonally over Long Island, New York, as they 
descended from 24,000 feet to 16,000 feet. The route would then 
proceed along the south shore of the island as they made a 
descent to-Trenton, New Jersey. Once over the Hamptons (New 

heard radio traffic that directed Flight 507 to 
If as checking various 

transmission was 
Inasmuch asthe 

instruments in the cockplt when 
received, he did not knbw their exact location when they changed 
courses; however, it must have occurred somewhere between Hampton 
and approximately twenty miles out. 

explained that it is very typical when flying 
over Long Island to receive course changes from the Air Traffic 
Control (ATC) Center.- when Fliaht 507 was directed to 
change its course,1 g of it and paid 
little attention as C 
He assumed that there was another airolane 

Bitered their-course. 
in the vicinity bv the 

course change, but he did not notice any other aircraft in the 
sky or on the small radar screen in the cockpit. 

‘Li -I2 
7/18/96 

cc-3 
Invrstyatton on at Greensboro, NC F~lr # 265A-NY-259028 w 

/ 
093-q IT! SA DONALD W. CAUSEY Due d~cratrd 7/18/96 
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Conrmuacwn uf FD-302 of 1-C .On 7/18/96 . page 2 

It was determined that the visibilitv was fairlv aood 
at this time of the day. 
about the TWA explosion, 
approximately 8:35 p.m. 

on subsequent media repArEs 
stated that it was 
sufficient liqht to see auite 

well as one scanned the sky; however, as one's eyes drifted- 
toward the ground, it became darker and more difficult to see. 

gauges an- 
eiterated he was looking at the instrument 

performlng other tasks at this particular time. 
Therefore, his eyes were focused inside the cockpit when he heard 

abruptly state: "What the hell was that?" 

wmmediately looked up and saw what appeared 
to be a ball of fire. The initial thoughts in his mind were that 
he was seeing a fireworks display, 

L/ 
a shooting star or perhaps a 

meteor. These thoughts quickly dissipated and he eco nized that 
this may, in fact, be an airplane. He then told 
"Center" -- r9:: iz:i a reference to the Boston ATC Center, whit 
monitoring Flight 507 from Boston. 
"say something; 

He recalled telling- 
you've got to say something." 

himself as 
radioed the ATC Center in Boston, identifying 

"Stinger Bee 507," and reported seeing a "large 
explosion over the water." There was no response from the ATC 
Center. 

- urged-to re-contact the Center and 
advise they had seen a "large explosion falling into the water." 
Once this was communicated and before ATC responded, a Lufthansa 
pilot -- who also was in the vicinity of the explosion -- advised 
the Center that he, too, had seen the fire. 

This 
Boston, to communicate with TWA Flight 800. 
initially heard ATC ask: 
There was no response, however. 

ATC Center then attempted to contact TWA 830 again: 
"TWA 800, if you hear Center, ident." 
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ti65A-NY-259028 

Continuanon of FD-302 of .On 7/18/96 , page 3 a- 

As was the case in the previous attempts to 
contact with TWA 800, there was no response heard. 
believes the ATC Center requested TWA 800 to "ident' 
four occasions, but nothing was heard from this aircraft. 

When TWA 800 failed to respond, stated that 
e-contacted ATC Center, Boston, and said something to 

think that was TWA 800...that just blew up in 
front of us." 

ATC Center, Boston, responded, "I think you're right." 

then closed the dialogue by saying, "God bless 
those people." 

stated he never heard a distress signal or a 
"MAYDAY" call from TWA 800. In fact, he never saw the plane 
until it had exploded and was burning in the sky before them; 
moreover, other than the request to alter their 
would indicate another airplane in the vicinity 
not aware of the existence of this aircraft. 

In essence,- claimed his knowledge is limited 
to seeing the fiery remains of TWA 800 falling from the sky. He 
guessed that at the time of the explosion, TWA 800 was 

roximately fifteen miles or less directly in front of them. 
that when he first observed TWA 800, he 

~%!!#~~~%i~~w%~:her this a; was approaching 
heading away from them. Captain according t 
was the only person in the cockpit to know this informa ion an , 
most likely, he was the last individual to see TWA 800 before it 
exploded. 

After TWA 800 exploded, burned and fell from the sky, 
stated that the course of his airplane took them 

over the fiery rubble in the ocean. He noticed gray and 
black smoke, almost in a vertical position from the sky to the 
ocean. He did not recall observing any smoke drifting 
horizontally in the sky -- a scenario which may have indicated 
that TWA 800 was afire and burning prior to the explosion. 
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Contmuation of FD-302 of .On 7/J-8/96 . page 4 0 

His best recollection is that once TWA 800 fell from 
the sky, it took only about two minutes or less b 
aircraft passed over the wreckage in the ocean. 
that the East Winds Flight 507 was somewhere 
17,000 feet in a descending pattern, while TWA 800 was beneath 
them but climbing at the time of the explosion. 

After viewing this inci 
his thoughts about the tragedy, 

in conversation about ~recalls that~ 

mentioned seeing on the horizon, 
een to twentv ml es away, what appeared to be two 

landing lights. _I close together, 
mescribed these lights as being very 

causing him to think that these were the landing 
lights of a small aircraft such as a Lear Jet. He remained 
focused on the lights for what seemed to be about a minute, and 
then the explosion occurred. tated he believes at 
some point after seeing these llg ts on 
turned on the "507's" 

'me horizon,- 
lights to better illuminate their aircraft 

for other airplanes in the vicinity.) 

When- later determine 
related this story to 

747 Jumbo Jet, 
t at the airplane in question t 

3& 

and it was 
out to be a 

one of the largest in the sky, advised 
he immediately speculated that TWA 800 was alr ire before 
it exploded and fell from the sky. Y on 

In essence, since the 
configuration of these lights on the horizon was very unusual, 

22~ 
bserved could have been the early stages of a fire 

airplane and not landing lights. 

added that it is the practice of East Winds 

10,000 feet. 
landing lights once you have ascended to 

When it was learned from the news media that TWA 
800 exploded at approximately 13,000 feet, it begs the question 
as to why these lights remained on. He conceded that TWA 
operational proc s could account 
for lights seen 
notwithstanding, :bzzz:ation to be 
highly unusual a s critical for the 
FBI and the NTSB to interview bout what he saw. 
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Conrmuarm of FD-302 of . On 7/18/96 .Pagr 5 

incident is very limited and that 
at the earliest possible time. WI 
or oassenqers could have witnessed the explosion 

reiterated 

advlsed it was imnossible for others to view bet -.- -- - L 
occurred directly in front of the nose of the East Winds plane. 
Furthermore, once TWA 800 had fallen out of the sky, East Winds 
507 passed directly over its fiery remains; thus, no one in the 
passenger compartment, including other crew members, would have 
been in a position to view the explosion. 

he wo 
arise 
calli 
his c 
of re 

A .t the 
'uld be avai 
. To conta 
ng the East 
urrent loca 
locati nq to 

conclusion of the interview 
lable for a follow-u 
ct him in the future 

‘L not have a forwarding address at this time.) 

He also recommended that representatives at the ATC, 
Boston, be contacted for additional information such as East 
Winds' coordinates at the time of the explosion, voice recordings 
between ATC and Captai 
exnlosion. and any 0th 

eading up to and after the 
t information that may be 

available'regarding their-flight. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 7/22/96 

Captai? - 
Pilot, 

contacted regarding any 
Virgin Atlantic, was 

crash of TWA flight 800. 
n ormation he may have regarding the 

advised that he was bringing in Flight 009 on 
the evening of July 17, 1996. He was coming in from the north 

at he believed to be a fire off to his left hand 
he had no clear horizon and that he 

However, he did see the fire on the sea, 
was a boat, but felt that it was unusual 

or 7 miles away. 
spotted the flames, his aircraft was 6 

laimed that no one was saying it was a 
‘l.l plane over 

the fire. cockpit to spo 
advised that he was the first person in the 

the plane mP 
dded that he has been flying for 4 

e brought in was a 25 year old 747. 
Qmb 

and 

believes that what he saw was not a plane malfunction e 
there was no horizontal component to the fire. m feLt thateit 
was a catastrophic occasion in the extreme to'make a plane stop 
in midair and fall straight down. 

can be contacted through Virgin Atlantic, 
011 44 129 3747870. 

‘L--l 
Investigation 00 7/20/96 at Queens, New York (telephonically) 

File % 265A-NY-259028 CC3 -9 

LJ $4 
by SA MARY EL fi BEEKMAN MEB:mfw Date dictated 7/22/96 

096d -8' 1 , I . . ,.-_. . . . 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of tnnxription 7/22/1996- 

at M 
- I date of birth,- residing 

I New York, NY 10023; 
number 

telephone 
Thetford, 

Norfolk, England; 
Ashiwo, 

IP 257BB, 
- 

telephone and fax number m 
1was advised of the identity of the interviewins asents 

urpose of the interview. She then flrrniahed the - 
following information: 

0 was a passenger on Virgin Atlantic Airways' Ltd. 
Flight 09, a 747, from London to JFK International. She is a 
private pilot with approximately 108 hours of first pilot time 
and interested in flying. During the flight, she visited the 
flight deck and was invited back to observe the approach and 
landing. While sitting in the jump seat in anticipation for the 
approach, -saw what she described as an orange-white "flare" 
light (see attached drawings) which ascended slightly before it 
"bulged" and descended downward. - stipulated that the 
"flare" 
back, 

gave an indication that it appeared to be going slightly 
as if it was changing directions and going back on itself. 

She did not recall seeing any smoke. 0 likened the 
ascent/descent to a "roller-coaster" with the ascent ending with 
what appeared to be a "big bang" followed by the descent. She 
advised that "it seemed all integral", transitioning from ascent 
to descent in a fluid motion. The flare streak remained 
relatively the same width with the exception of the budge and 
final explosion with the flare "wiggling" to the surface. S arks 
appeared about the bulge and fell towards the surface. P estimated that she observed the ascending light for approximately 
three seconds and the descending one for approximately ten 
seconds. Finally, -observed this through the first pilot's 
left rear window as depicted in the drawing (see attached). 

advised she said to the "Navigator", "what in 
earth is that" when she observed the incident and was sure that 
both he and the "Captain" had observed some elements of the 
incident. She was sure that the "Navigator" had observed much 
more than the "Captain", however due to his being occupied with 
the approach. The elements of their conversation would likely be 
available on the flight deck recorder of Virgin Atlantic Airways 
Ltd. Flight 09. 

tnvestlgatlon on 7/22/1996 New York, NY 

F,,rt 265A-NY-259028 &34 
SA Randy N. Pop- 
SA William J. Logallo Date dictated 7/23/1996 
9933 ‘Ilus document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is hancd to your ageacy; 

it and Its conrents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
-... b._._..~ -- --- 
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265A-N'-,,3828 
Continuation of FD-302 of 7/22/1996 .~ye 2 

-was not sure what their heading was enroute to 
JFK, but felt that they were flying over a Long Island Beach and 
were headed generally in a westerly direction. She seemed to vaguely recall that the pilot referenced an approximate distance 
of six miles and she believed his reference to be from the coast 
line to the "flare". 

0 advised that it was dusk, with a "lovely sunset" 
occurring out her right window. Out the right side of the 
aircraft she recalls some cumulus clouds and to the left, 
everything appeared to be clear. 
quite hazy though. 

The area around Manhattan was 
There was a 

Manhattan. 
"wonderful red/pink sky" towards 

0 advised that there were several other aircraft in 
the area but did not know if they were depicted on the aircraft 
radar scope. 

'w 
She did note that one of the aircraft called out by 

center was "too close" just prior to the "flare" incident . 

pilot, 
- advised that a friend of hers, a prior Harrier 

England 
had crashed a P38 Lightning on Sunday at the Duxford, 

"Flying Legend Show"- just four days prior to this 
incident. She had observed that accident as well. 
in both incidents had the "same colors exactly". The fireballs 

-advised that other passengers aboard their plane 
may have seen something as well, 
left side of the plane. 

especially those sitting on the 

m advised that the First Pilot of the Virgin 
Atlantic Airways Ltd. Flight 09 was: 

He had a "non-excitable" personality. 
of the Navigator, 

She did not get the name 
but noted that he had's "Birmingham accent": 

. . . 

a43q -. . . 
.. ;- r.‘. 
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She was advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview. ‘#& .: ~ 
then provided the following &formation: 

- - 

On July 17, 1996,m was sitting at her dining room table having dii 
with her back to the sliding glass doors which faced the beach when her daughter brought 
something to her attention. She turned to look out the window and recalled at her app&mate 
one o’clock position an orange column of flame ap .5 inches long at arm’s length 
and approximately half the width of a standard ruler. ould 
specifics regarding the incident. 

not recall any more 

. . 

‘~estigation on 8/18/1997 at Westhampton Beach, NY 

Filer 265A-NY-259028 cc/- 652 Datedicmcd N/A 
SA Christina Gust 

by SA Steven A. Bonsardt (sab) 
d9?V 

Thisdocumntconclinsaeirbcrrscommeadrtioar~rconclurioarofbuPBI. Itis~propenyofthcFBImdis~myour~~; 
iI and its contents nrc not m he disnihted c*ltikk VIW a~encv 
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OnAugust19,l 
esthampton., New York, 

residence. She was advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the nature of tk 
interview. She then provided the following information: 

. 

of the TWA Fli 
,,tisofJuly 17,1996~asinthe~qatarotithetime 

second “chug 
t 800 ex loslon and recalled hearmg two booms - a chug’ followed by a 

. ought the noises were from her washing machine because she had a 
load of laundry in the washing machine at the time. She further stated the sounds she heard were 
similar to the noise a washing machine makes when there was an unbalanced load inside of it 
while it was operating. 

l , 

Investigation on 8/19/97 at Westhampton Beach, NY 

FileI 265A-NY-259028 
SA Jennifer Safir 

Datedictated N/A 
by SA Steven A. Bonsardt (sab) 

0940 ,-. 

This dowmant wnaim ncitimr tummmhm . aslsorcxlnchuiomofrhcPB1. ItistbepmpcttyoftkFBIandisloan&mywagemy; .,$$$ -., it and its contents UC not to be disttibuted outside your agency. d :..~I~ 
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Date of tnnsctiption 7/22/96 

white at the top and blackish-gray 3/4 of the way down. It was 
around 8:40 P.M. when he saw a the horizon, which 
lasted about 40 to 45 minutes. supplied a diagram. 

Investigation on 7/19/96 at Westhampton Beach, New York 

fQ# 265A-NY-259028 
099/ 

by INV. KEVIN E. WALSH; KEil, Date diitatcd 
SR./INV. O'NEILLW 7/19/96 

. . . . . . . . . __- -_.. 
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she then provided the following information: 

On the evening of July 17, 1996 
around the high school's track with her frien 
when she first noticed a plane in the sky 
left.(It should be noted that the events 

se 

describe occurred at a 45 degree angle further east then the 
description of her walking partners') She then saw an object 
angle to the right with a b ' 
behind it.(The point which 

orange glow with a white streak 

origin, using a GPS rlaht- identified as the point of 
System, was later determined to be N 40 

degrees 46.778 minutes, W 72 degrees 51.2il9 minutes. She then 
lost sight of the streak because of the clouds. 

* 
described 

this streak as “taking off like a rocket". She thoug t at first 
that she saw fireworks but then changed her mind and said "no way 
it was a missile". 
orange fireball, 

After the clouds parted she saw a bright 
more than doubled in size, which broke shortly 

after into two pieces. 
building line. 

It fell straight down behind the tree and 
She heard no sound prior to the event nor did she 

"feel" any thunder. 

From-position at the time of the event, using 
the ground at the horizon line and a ruler to measure, the streak 
she saw was at the 1 inch mark, while the fireball was at an 45 
degree angle from the horizon 
inches. l - 

arm leng h measure8 
565 

24 
A-NY-25902&S~ 

7/14/97 
t-1 - Ih.L>P I&#( 

~~cstigation on at Mastic, New York I 
FOX 265A-NY-259028 Date dictated 7/20/97 

bu SAs Pamela A. Culos and TheQdore Otto 
09?& .1 _, .A. . 4‘ .,'..',.V, '?. .- . 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of trwwzription 8/9/96 

entral Islip, 
Date of Birth, 

provided the following information: 

1996 -was visiting a friend at 
{dJulyga:Zkore, hY. 

second sto 
She was sitting in the house by a 

dusk. && 
window looking out towards the ocean just about 
stated that she saw a plane and noticed an object 

spiraling towards the plane. The object, which she saw for about 
one second, 
trail. 

had a glow at the end of it and a grey/white smoke 
-stated she saw the object hit the plane and then 

the object headed down toward the ocean. She could not be sure 
where the object hit the plane, but said it could have been the 
side or near the back. She heard a loud noise and saw an 
explosion just as the object hit the plane. The plane dropped 
towards the water and appeared to split in two 
seconds later, she heard another explosion. &iZtd EE1 
explosions were so loud they shook the house. She stated after 
the two explosions, the sky turned a green color. 

pointed out the position of the plane using two 
large trees located across the street from the house she was in. 
She stated the plane was just a little over the tree line just 
about directly over the house which is facing in a southeast 
direction. 

Investigation on 7/24/96 at Long Island, New York 

File # 265A-NY-259028 MA, 
SAs PAUL VALENTINE/WY 

by NICK J. PINDULIC/PV/jxs I ,i 

IhiS document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FRI It is the n~nw~ d +mn~ ~-G-+=--I d- - _ .-._ 
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Date of trmscrlpt~ 0/l/96 

azimuth directions for her observations on July 17, 1996, of 
Trans World Airlines (TWA), 
previous July 23, 

flight 800, which were reported in 
1996, interview bv Federal Bureau of 

-(FBI), Special Agent;s (SA's) VALENTINE and 
was taken to the lwation of those observations 

by a large window, where 
cbounty Marine Bureau (SCMB), to she provided information 

Deputy Inspector DOUGLAS MATULEWICH, who took readings using a-- 
GPS 45 Personal Navigator and a hand bearing magnetic compass. 
Also present during the contact were the following individuals: 
FBI, SA's PAUL SHEA, PETER CASAZZA, WILLIAM F. LYNCH. 

L-1 The purpose of recording this and similar information 
was to allow for future interpretation of this data. 

. 

I , d+ft ' . . .b .?_- ~~;'.~~'---p-- 
Investigation on 7/30/96 at Bayshore, New York 

File t 265A-NY-259028 1 ” .,ac 4 Cf? 2 4L,.5.,+ 

SA'S WILLIAM F. LYtiCH JR, PETER p. 
by PAUL SHEti,(PS:gmo) Datcdictatod 8/l/96 !----‘- 1 e .-. . . * 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI aad is loaned to yaw alacy; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed aufsidr vnm HC~-W 
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Date of trrnscriptbn 6/25/97 

fh J llly  li,,- 
s  

996, at approximatelv 8:nn or-Cl5 p.m. 
e doing homework in( se at 

%e, NY. 
_- ab The house was 1 

-the-southern shore of Lons Island, NY. 

the second floor of the house!@  
end of the couch facing west, ancfL 
end of the couch facing east. 

‘iarue windaw-in back of the couch. The-living room was On 
was s itting on the east 

) was s itting on the west 

ere s itting on the couch in t&e 

w’ The day was c lear, the sun was setting in the west and 
the sky was light blue. 

was looking out the liv ing room window over 
of the neighbor's house across the street. 

She noticed-a plane coming from the south east. The pl.ane 
appeared to be one quarter inch in length. (During the 
interview, a standard ruler was.utilized to determine 
measurements in inches.) She could see the outline of the plane. 
The plane was traveling east to west in the normal travel path of 
planes coming from MacArthur/Islip Airport. The pJ.ane appeared 
light grey/silver in color, and the sun was reflecting off of it. 

'*false At the same time she saw the plane, 
noticed an orange flare to the right of the aircr ft. 
was moving s lowly and was smaller than the plane 

w;;;; 
not recall in which direction the flare was moving, however she 
motioned with her hands from 
when referring to the flare. 
flare as a "fire rocket." 

in an upward direction 
further described the 

She then heard and saw the plane exl lo?-. The 
explosion was small, appeared to be five inc.&s in diameter anii 

~vcsllgrtion on 6/20/97 8~ Bayshore, New York 
- .,cd265A-NY-259028 . p-2 / 0 ;/? q 'J!; Date dictated G /25/97 

SA CHRISTINA GUST and 
SA STEVEN A. BONGARD&CG:cq) 

$!$Jby 2346 

'fl 
This document contains neither recommendaclons nor conclusions of fhe FBI. II IS the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
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The flare came down from the small 
~l~~~%~%rkill see the plane, and stated that 

the plane continued moving east to west for a short time after 
the initial explosion. The initial explosion moved from left to 
right and grew larger. It then went down slightly but was still 
visible above the tree line. 

mommented that she remembered the small 
Ellow/liaht vellow in color. 1 

a. d 
explosion as yc--- -also advised'pD 

that she saw an ora&,d?iake to the right of the first explosion. 

c@m stated that the flare was shaped like a tear drop, and she 
could not recall if the flare had a trail. was also 

unsure of the sDeed of the flare. 

Both* aAd* "- had never seen a flare prior 
to July 17, 199 . 

The sec!ow 
then heard and saw a larger, second explosion. 

\ exp osion was twice as loud as the first. In 
u' addition, the second explosion was made up of many colors, and it 

was visible in the entire sky in back of the neighbor's house 
across the street. The explosion "looked like a rainbow". It 
was light green, then yellow and then orange. The second 
explosion then moved downward and faded. 

Both'explosions were so loud 
the 

fallen, thereby causing the 

The initial explosion lasted for five seconds. 
stated that it was as if they were "in the movie 

further stated that although the explosion was similar to 
"louder than thunder", and it hurt 

sed that the pictures in the house 
it felt like an earthquake. 

"w 
advised that the entire event lasted 

approximat I t' _ seconds&-believed that the event 
lasted s,xteen seconds. When timed by interviewing Agent 

1% BONGARDT,-described the sequence of events in fifty- 
seven seconds, and- described the events in fifteen to 

'w sixteen seconds. 

During the lntervlew, 
picture of the event. 

", copy o&andheach drew a 
eat picture 1s attached hereto, 

and the originals are contained in 1A envelopes. 
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looked at the clock after the event, the 
time was 8:25 

0 'told 
that she had seek the event on television. 

?-y@mately 8:45 p.m 

te ep oned the Federal Bureau of Investigation a few 
. I45 

_The following is descriptive informa 
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MasFic Beach Road, Mastic Beach, New York. After( advised of the identities of the interviewing age 
nature of the interview she then provided the 
information: following- 

On the evening of July 17, 1996 around the high school track with her 
noticed a plane traveling west to east 
eyes off the plane, while she was talking to looked up again she saw a bright white and when she 
orange like the head of a flare and an white smoke trail, which 
looked like a flare going ba 
made no sound. She turned to 

in place of the plane. It 

that? I just saw a plane and nd stated,"what the hell's 
gone, 1 saw someone die." 

They continued to walk at an irregular pace. She then saw a big, 
gigantic fireball, which she equated to an explosion, at which 
time it broke up in two. 
ball. After a few seconds The second looked like a little orange 

she saw them drop behind the tree line, and afterwards, black smoke lingered in the air. After the 
fireball dropped behind the tree line,.walked 
approximately a sixteenth of a mile before "feelin 
of thunder which lasted for a couple of seconds. 
reaction to the event was that she just witnesse 
which she saw only moments earlier in the sky, 
anytime during this whole event, 
it. did she see an object heading to 

From a using the groun on 
osition at the time of the incident, 

e horizon as a base and a ruler for 
measurement, she was able to estimate the white light with the 
dot of orange at 9 inches, the smoke trail was between 3 and 4 

and the big explosion between the 2 and 3 inch mark. 
Maarm length is 26 inches long. 

She felt as though something had caused a small explosion first and had described the incident as looking like 
the space shuttle explosion. 

Invcstigatioo on 7/14/97 ti Mastic, New York 
Filel 265A-NY-259028 - eel &.&) 1 1 I JMcll~ 7/20/97 && _. 

SAs Pamela A. Culos and Theodore Otto _' . . . 





On July 17, 1996 at approximately 8:30 p.m., the above 
witnesses were in a boat along with five other persons on the 
PeconK Bay at the end of the bulkhead of the Harbor Cove Inn. 

A 
Facing westbound, states that she 

observed a flare shoot upward from the water, ascend with a 
bright orange-red glow skyward and at its apex, burst into 
numerous orange red flames. The flare had a very lar e orange 

L red tai1.a. advised that her boyfriend, 
also watched the flares ascend. eF 

advised that the flare descended into numerous red 
flames. Neither heard qny noise 

- 
believes she was 

approximately thirty miles away, while believes he was five 
or six miles away. M7 

265A-NY-259028-SUB c c 3 - 3’s 
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OF MvEsIlGATION 

DItCOftlWdpht 7/23/V 

o York 11968, 
After being advised of the n 
provided the following information: 

who is a Suffolk County Police 
at he was reluctant to meet with 

for he did not want any further attention drawn to - 

O fficer 
FBI personnel 
him with 
of July 17, regarcl to what he a 

1996. According to 
tnessed on the night 

somehow learned tha 
unbeknownst to him, the media 
sed what eventually was discerned 

to be the explosion of TRANS WORLD AIRLINES (TWA) Flight 800 and 
as a result, attempted on countless occasions to contact him for 
purposes of gleaning a story. advised that besides the 
(SCPOs) who interviewed him a ew days followin 

no one else was aware of what he witnessed. - "'"'$i;izi;d 
by the interviewing Agents that in no manner was 
he initially provided forwarded to the media by the FBI and that 
confidentiality is one ideal strictly adhered to. 

? 17, the evening o 
stated that his account of what occurred on 

already passed. 
1996 is m inimal since one year has 

According to 
in a boat owned by 

the boat was set 
course headi bbins Island. 
were heading towards Robbins Island to 
HO RESTAURANT. 

While enroute (exact time not known) 
that his girlfriend sighted an object 
approximately forty-five (45) degrees east of their heading, in 
the direction of the Shinnecock Inlet just above the tree line at 

,; 
U Investigation on 7/i/97 at Southampton, New York 

Filc#265A-NY-2;9028 : -cLI-tz4 Datedi 
SA M.L. LIEBER/ 

7/12/97 \ 
by SA RICHARD S. K&N%&%SK,emf 

/ow lbiSdocumntconerinrncitherreco~~~~nofW~~OfmeFB1. Itis tbcpmpctlyoftbeFBIlndisloMcdtoyour8gcncy; . . * -4 * ,.*“k”+.. -- _^. s.- L- ,:-e-m-..-= ---- .. - 
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.on 7/l/97 .m 2 

in the direction 

,ndd khe 

Robbins Island. I 
and saw what he d 

'stated that he looked j 

in color, 
r to be a long, wide flame, oitrw&s\blue 

resembling a sternal flame. According to 
flame appeared stationary for a matter of a second a 
itself out. 

four approximately 
advised that the flame appeared to be 

- five (5) miles away. He estimated that 

the time frame from the moment he observed the flame to the 

moment 
burned itself out took approximately one (1) second. 

did not hear any sounds associated with what he 

advised that he was certain that what he 
urning and noted that he was familiar with 

burning fuel through his experiences as a motorcycle racer. He 
initially thought that the flame was attributed to a boating 
accident. 

‘L.l time. 
-had no further information to provide at this 

The following is biographical'information for ! l 





interviewed by Senior Investigator 
ator KEVIN E. WALSH of the New York 

1996. 
interview was conducted on July 20, 

Interview-o 
Moriches, New York, who is the brother 

while looking south towards 
red sparks in the sky and then he saw a burst of flames. 
seconds later, he heard a low rumble and then the flames A few 
separated into two piecer 
separating, 

and were falling from the sky. After 
of a plane. 

the top piece looked like the tail section and wings 

dunes, 
The pieces disappeared over the horizon, over the 

while they drifted in an easterly direction. 
incident lasted about four or five seconds. The whole 

*w-259028-SUB& 
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-LBUREAUOFlNWSTIGATION 

Date of tcmsuiption 7/19/96 

and Detective MICHAEL 

Department (SCPD), who advised 

showing of credentials, 

interview concerned a 

thereafter provided the following: 

dvised he was standing on the back porch of 

hore Road, Remsenburg, 

ith about 30-35 other 

-8:3OPM, on July 17, 

observed a red/orange flare/glow in the sky. 

and a group of others watched the flare for 

stated he 

time. The flare drifted downward until it was close to the 

horizon, when a tongue of fire, smoke and haze appeared. A 

secondary flame closer to the horizon appeared a second later. 

advised he did not see the whole trajectory of 

icated it was going straight away from him, and 

toward the horizon. 

cnna onserved the incident. 

b Investigationon 7/19/96 East Moriches, New York 

fik# 265A-NY-259028 &Ec,- 630 

- 

SA WILLIAM HANS- 

by DET. MICHAEL CALVINe&CPD)&& Date dhtcd 7/19/96 

/MC/ 
Thisdocumtntwacrinrnritharaxmrmendrtioclrnor~~oftbePBI. ItisthepropatyoftbepBIudirlopntdbyarr~; ._ . . 
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hERAL BUREAU OF JPMSTIGATION 

Date of transcription 07/22/96 

County Police Detecti-.- provided the following information: 

-h 

On July 17, 1996, at approximately 8:30 to 9:00 p.m ., 
was on the front porch retrieving some towels, she stated 

s e saw a glint in the sky, the shape or size of a dime, which 
she thought was a plane. She stated that the plane was going 
perpendicular to the beach. 

stated that two seconds later, after she bent 
down, she heard a boom and then she saw a puff in the sky, which 
seemed like a malfunctioning firework, it was reddish in color, 
but did not seem like flames. 

At approximately 11:15 p.m ., - using binoculars, 
saw activity on the water from  her house. She had no further 
information. 

L-2 Invcstigalion on Fire Island, New York 

File# 265A- /e 6a.g - 

8 
SA JOHN HUI 

by SCPD Detectiv PITTS (JH:dp) 7/19/96 . DalalIicmmI 
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Date of transcription 7-23-96 

being advised of the identities of the interviewing agents and of 

zhe nature of the interview, she provided the following 

information: 

father's ~~sh~:~~~i~~~~~e~i~~""~~~s 

Park, New  York, on 7-17-96, when she witnesse n un s  

occurrence. At approximately 8:30 pm she had just finished 

getting her children ready and into bed. 
Sometime shortly after 

that she went  out onto the deck to retrieve some towels.  I t  was  

close to dark and thz sky  was a clear blue gray hue. The sun had 

just gone down. The deck is about twenty two (22) feet above th& 

level of the beach below and the house is the eastern most  in 

Davis Park. I t  faces directly south and there are no obstructing 

buildings or objects when looking east down the beach. There were 

no other people on the deck or in the vicinity, to her knowledge. 

As she was on the deck retrieving the towels,  her 

attention was  drawn to an unusual movement  in the sky .  
She 

turned to her left looking straight east and noticed an unusual 

object travelling at high speed from north to south. She was  

drawn to it by its unusual characteristi 

watched it travel across the sky .  

object as being cylindrical, 

apparent wings, except perhaps, 

~z~2t;E;;;  no 

tubula 

a small vertical shape at the 

rear, it did not appear to be any kind of passenger airplane. 

I t  had no vapor trail or smoke behind it and no f lame was  seen 

from the rear (although there may have been a vague "whiteness" 

at the rear) ,- it moved more quickly than any plane from north to 

south, low above the horizon at an almost flat trajectory, but 

was  travelling slightly up. I t  was  shiny and silver, like a dime, 

but at t imes had a blue gray shadow like a plane. I t  had no 

windows and no apparent place for a pilot to sit ,  but was  one 

continuous smooth shape with a blunt nose. I t  didn't have a 

pointy front, but rather the front 

object. 

t 'melted into the shape" of the 

I t  was  thick and had substantial mass. It was longer 

than it was  thick by about four t imes and was  not skinny but 

Investigation on 7-23-96 at Hastings-On-Hudson, NY 

- File# 265A-NY-259028 yz"'@' 

SA STEPHEN B. HESSINGER 

I I ! .  SA JOY ADAM,,  Date dictated 7-23-96 

/ Y 
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clans woulct be. She alternately thought 

-,-j a 3 a plane, but that she zouldn't see the whole 
alane. It 1.3o:ked like the aicisectio.? of a commuter plane, however 
t:lers was nc frcnt, nor back to it. Normally she does not pay 

attention to planes, because they are so common to see in that 
area. It occurred to her that it had no projections on it, like 
wings, but why would there be such a huge bullet hurtling through 
the sky? She was trying to make sense of it. It was not a two 

seater, because iL was cylindrical. It first entered her mind 
‘- 'A 
L.- at it must j:Lsr: be a plane frcir, Long Island airspace. She never 

thought iz was a VFG, althcugh I: -&as unusual. It looked like it 

was ail steel and tot fast for ar. airpiane. it came from "behind, 

the beach" and already had altirlide when she saw it. There are no 
bosses blocking her view, because they were all washed away by 
Hurricane Felix last year. She ccnsidered that maybe the object 

'L-l, 

had come from Fire Island, but Fire Island is too narrow for 

planes to take off. In her thirty seven years, she had never seen 
anything like this. If it was a Flane, it was flying too low for 

the speed at which it was flying. ZSLiZi Ily small planes do not 
-- 

!I- Y at that aLZi:.lje ir. that ar33. 

She follswed the objet: for approximately 2 or 3 

seconds when she then r;oticed a large commercial airliner which 

appeared to be travelling at the same altitude, "just stop" and 

begin to disintegrate. She could see straight up "the spine" of 

the plane, which headed directly east. The object headed toward 
the side of the plane, directly south. She had been only 
vaguely aware, prior to noticing the object, that an airliner was 
visible. When she first actually looked directly at the airliner, 
it had already begun to disintegrate. It simply "stoppedI' at that 
moment. 

It was a "frozen" moment. As the plane came apart, its 
nose turned up and to the right. She thought it was odd that she 
could see windows on the top right side of the front of the 
plane, even though she had previously been able to see only along 
its spine. It was a 747, she knew, because it had a bump on the 
top. At first, @lfissuresl' developed all over the plane, 
particularly showing the passenger windows on the top of the 
plane's bump and the cockpit. There was no "fiery explosionm, 
like in the movies. Flames did not come out. The front was 

'L-l carried forward and arced down with its momentum. The right wing 
seemed to stay with the front of the plane. There was a crater on 
the left side along the top of the plane, just behind the left 
wing. A portion of the left wing began to fall separately down, 
yet forward with momentum. The tail section fell backward. There 
was "blackness" in the rear. All of the pieces seemed to fall 

OZF6 
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t'gracefullyl' down and widening, leaving a cloud in the sky. There 
was no bright fireball, but rather, an orange red glow from the 
top left area behind the left wing. There was momentarily, a 
black crater there. It was breaking "like a toyI'. She noticed 
that the top of the plane was blue, while the body was white. 
She did not see the planes engines. 

She heard a loud drawn out @ 'BOOM", which took at least 
a full second to reach her after she saw the plane break apart. 
It occurred to her that the sound might be an explosion from a 
car backfiring in an auto shop or maybe from fireworks. However 
she realized it could not be a car as Fire Island has no cars. 
The sound had "timbret' to it. Still, it is not unusual to hear 
sonic booms and fireworks in that area. Most of the visual 
observations of the plane's initial destruction preceded the 
sound. She heard the sound as the front of the plane turned to 
the right. The only explosion she ever saw was the one behind the 
left wing. It was not a outward flash, but an orange color, which 
went down with the rear of the plane. It was sustained. 

There was red and black from the rear of the plane. 
Smoke was curling in the air and there was "stuff" (debris) 
falling from the rear. There were more "complicated" events 
occurring at the point of the crater behind the left wing, such 
as redness and orange. As the plane fell, she lost track of it as 
it went below the horizon. She tried to follow it with her eyes 
as she continued to lean down to pick up her towel. As the sky 
darkened, a big black cloud remained, like smoke. 

Because of the sound of the surf, she cannot be sure of the number of explosions she heard, but the visibility wgq 
excellent and she was looking directly at the object M)L$'c~;~&&& '. 
her eye", because of he movement. . . . ir: ,_ ,,.: ,,.:~-":'~.., i. ; : : . . I I 

During this 
sketches as she deecr 
to provide 
she has them developad. 

overhead vi 
to the beach. Drawing #2 is a boriz&tal eariterl .I: 
deck, showing the object in flight and how t&:0,& T it was apparently hit. Drawing #3 shows the flrati& 
the plane as it disintegrated. These drawings are inFb;i7r!if 
envelope. 

c 
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demonstrated the relative positions of closed, with her fingers, keeping her eyes 
as she recalled the event. Holding her hands at just short of arms length, she held her fingers apart to show the length of the plane and the length of the object. Her left fingers were about an eighth of an inch apart (representing the object) and her right fingers were about an inch apart (representing the plane). the object, 

She held the plane at a right angle to 
separating her hands by about five inches. This was to demonstrate the moment that she first could see both the object and the plane. She demonstrated the time sequence with her fingers, as she was timed with a wristwatch. She advised that her eyes were following only the object at first, but shifted to the airliner as it came into focus. At that second, (."a snap") the 

'w 
airliner began to come apart. The object disappeared. Her eyes were then on the plane, which seemed to Hstopn in the sky. Although she had clearly seen a mishap, she was not completely sure she hadn't seen some sort of optical illusion, so she went about finishing her chores; until about 10:00 PM, when a neighbor told her that the television news had been reporting an airline crash off of Long Island. that's what I saw". On some level, That is when she thought, "Oh she was aware that what she had seen was related to the crash, but she is a very cautious and 
shy person and simply did not wish to think about this event as being the crash. Y s After watching the early news reports on 

s 
TV, she walked onto the deck again. With binooul, 
boats, emergency lights ana fire on the ho~imn'. 
newspeople -in'the are-f .the house; 

s de&W& bodiee,beitig fourid and:.that 
* She felt a'little .i&mho&: &e ii a B 
%. about the event; .@el mind.kiizd'.tif went 
Q It had al: e~~:~d~surreal to!th&t.point. 

j# 
woul~1 bcrieve"shd..h@ imagw *-her them. . ' :,,' ‘2". :--2:; I ,..- . *se r 

At some &n&‘&fore noon on 
became very depremed as sh& thought 

-' witnessed, so she telephoned the FBI 
seen. She believes she was un~onsciouely bl 

memory of the event during:this first phone 
call from an unknown FBI employee, because s 

3.46% 

then that she had seen an airliner - only that o 
c 

.- : 
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. ; ,< > .P R ’ i silver object and an explosion. She had forgotten to provide her home address and telephone number to the individual who had taken the first call so she did provide it to the second person, who had called her at her fathefs' house. She became more and.more depressed during the weekend realizing she had seen people dying. On Sunday, 7-21-96, following a day on the beach, she returned to the house and was told by her father that FBI agents had come by looking for eye witnesses to the crash. She was upset that her father did not come out to the beach to get her so she again telephoned the FBI and told the individual more details, including the fact that it was a commercial airline. wears no glasses or contact lenses. She was well rested, relaxed and happy at the time of the event. She had not taken any prescription or illegal drugs and had not consumed any alcohol or coffee. television, SPENCER-PERRY did not have any radio or stereo turned on. Further, none were audible from any neighbor's home. There is a casino nearby, but no music or noise was audible from it, because it was a Wednesday night. does not believe that what she had seen llmissilefl mechanical event. Except when the word was suggested to her, she never used the word, and at that point stated it looked like a "missile thingy". She had avoided drawing any conclusions. 
ca,Ay interview is described from obsenr&ion and 

‘. . RACE: White 3 SEX:. Female HEIGHT: 5'2 3/4" -WRIm: 142. lbs. R&&R: R&d 

Hasting-On- 
.- 

L 
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CALVIN an 
was interviewed by Detective MICHAEL 

Department. The 
MILLER of the Suffolk County Police 

interview was conducted on July 20, 1996. 
t 

On July 20, 1 

The boat was heading north toward the 
inlet on a line from the one mile sea buoy. 
to l/2 mile north of the buoy. 

They were about l/4 
He saw what he thought was a 

flare straight behind the boat or a little to the right of the 
boat. He was not able to estimate the height of the flare. He 
described the flare as a white wispy trail that went straight up. 
When he saw this, he said tllook at the flare" to the other people 
on the boat. He followed the flare for about five seconds, when 
the flare turned into an orange burst. He then saw black smoke, 
but he did not see anything fall to the water. The point where 
the flare turned into an orange burst which looked to be several 
miles south of the mile marker. The 1iGhting was such that he 
could still see the mile marker that was about half mile from his 
location. 
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Sr. Inv. THOMAS O'NEILL f**- 
Inv. KEVIN E. WALSH/dp&'# 

was interviewed by Senior 

the New York nvestigator KEVIN E. WALSH of 
stated Police Department. 

conducted on July 22, 1996. The interview was 

iirectior 

2:: - 

residence. 
On July 22, 1996 ,-a interviewed at his 

He stated that on uly 17, 1996, at about 8:30 PM. he was sitting on the porch of the Westhampton vapht .aczrr 
looking east and talking to his friend1 
interviewed by these investigators). 
attention to the sky to the south and 

a. -entire sky was lit up -__ -----=- ---- 
lescribes as a "waterfall" or fire. He stated there were two streams of fire, whose locat+finM 

estimates its location as being south of Dun= Pr .A._ and directly over the washout area of Dune Road east of the Yacht 
The fire disappeared behind the dune line and then heard a thud, additionally, upon fir=+ &erv 

heard a rumble. 
‘m .I_ WC---. 'ing the 

. 
, 
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we group was gathered on the west bank 
clearing of the water hole. 

reached its peak, when he 
to move towards him as it began its descent. 

-an explosion. 

L-l lllvesligrtion on 7/24/96 at Speonk, New York 

//7P 
. . .a . . . . . . . 
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‘R&DEIu1L BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Daeoftrma#im 7/l/97 

identity of the 
a 

interview, 
interviewing agents and the nature of the 

he provided the following information: 

north, North Phillips Avenue in the west, and the Long Island 
Railroad tracks in the southeast, was accessed through a gated 
entrance on the south side of Old Countr Road, four-tenths of a 
mile east of North Phillips Avenue. 
the afternoon swimmin 

4 

# 
and his friends spent 

western shore. 
from a sandy c earing on the water hole's 

advised that the weather was clear, there 
was no wind and t e water was calm. 

that, 
could not recall exactly the time but advised 

at some time near sunset, 
playing in the water. -was-iii ?dst~?~%fl~~ to 
eight feet out from the s ore line, facing east, when out of the 
corner of his eye to 
caught his attention. 

(south) an object in the sky 

that he thought looked 
looked right and observed a light 

flare or firework at approximately 
thirty to thirty-five degrees up from t 
actual horizon was obscured by trees). 

mated horizon (the 
called his friends' 

attentions to the object. 

The lighted object was round, the relative size of a 
dime, and colored a solid orange, similar in c 
sun, but not too bright to look at directly. di& 

to a setting 
advised the 

object moved upward, away from him, and from his right to left at 
an incline of forty-five degrees or less to the estimated 
horizon. He observed the lighted object move at a constant speed 
in that direction for approximately one second. 

The object then reached its highest point in the sky 

‘u Investigation on 6/24/97 at Speonk, New York 

File/ 265A-NY-259028 4x!!i4i % I 'hem dim&I 7/I/97 
> I.,. 5' \y 

SA Jennifer A. LeoGird ' 
U-Y ~~~ ~~.- . , -, - _ 

VY SA Bradley S. Morrison 
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and stopped for approximately ha second, and then moved in a 
sharp horseshoe turn downward. ub advised the object's 'speed 
downward was faster than its speed upward. At a quarter of the 
way down from the object's maximum height above the horizon, it 

began to leave a smoke trail. The width of the smoke trail was 
approximately the same size as the object. The smoke was gray, a 
little darker than that left by a jet at high altitude. The 
smoke trail's appearance was constant until the lighted object 
reached a point halfway down from its maximum height. 

advised that it took the object approximately one 

halfway point. 
o seconds to move from its highest point to the 
At the halfway point, the orange light turned red 

and was followed by a break up of the object into numerous 
pieces. 
black. 

At this time the smoke coming from the object turned 

‘W  
The break up of the object resulted in three large red- 

lighted pieces and approximately twenty to twenty-five small 
pieces that looked like sparkles. The sparkles surrounded the 
three large pieces but most were falling below, with some out to 
the sides and a few above. The sparkles nearest to the three 
large pieces were a brighter red than the rest. 

Of the three large pieces, none had a defined shape, 

and two were approximately the same size as the original object 
while the third was about half size. 

dib 
A black smoke cloud 

surrounded all of the objects. advised that at break up, 
two of the pieces moved away and down from the third, leaving it 
slightly high in the middle. 
fell faster than the other three, 

idly falling pieces 
but could not remember 

which one. The falling pieces left a trail of black smoke; 
however, the faster falling piece also left a white trail 
resembling a cloud. The red color of the pieces remained constant 
during their fall. 

watched the pieces fall until they disappeared 
at the southern end of the lake. It took a 

total of three to four seconds for the object and resulting 
pieces to move from the highest point in the sky to the point 
where they disappeared. The black smoke trail dissipated a few 
seconds after the pieces disappeared. 
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From- observation point, the entire event 

occurred over a sandy beach and unique notch in the trees at the 
south end of the lake. Horizontally the event occurred within 
the relative width of his thumb held out at arm’s length. 

Approximately three to five seconds after the p 

disappeared behind the trees, 
advised sounded like thunder. 

there was a loud bang that 

Ircr, The bang lasted for approx mately 
one second and was loud enough to be heard over conversation but 
not so loud that he could not have a conversation over the sound. 
The noise echoed within the water hole and -could not 
determine from which direction it came. 

and his friends stayed at the water hole for 
If an hour after the event. He did not think he 

had seen an airplane crash until after he arrived home and heard 

a news account of the TWA Flight 800 crash on television. 
d was not under the influence of any substance while he watche the 

L-l event. 
Following the interview, held 

him by the interviewing agents str 
a ruler given to 

p and down at an arm’s 
length away, with the one inch mark nearest the ground. He placed 
his thumb on the two inch mark and aligned it with the horizon. 
SMITH advised that the highest point of the event occurred near 
the six and one half inch mark on the ruler. 
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Data d trmsuiptfom 8/8/96 

interviewing Ag&ts and that the purpose of the interview was to 

gather information regarding the crash of TWA flight #SOO. They 

then provided the following information: 

advised that they were camping at the Smith 

or 80 when TWA flight 800 crashed into the 

ocean on July 17, 1996. They had been camping since Sunday, July 

14 and did not leave until Friday, July 19. 

gzywed no smoke 

On July 17, 1996, 

stated that they saw a huge fireball in the night sky. 

sounds or other unusual activity in 

conjunction with the fireball. 

However, approximately thirty minutes prior to the 

crash, a small plane, possibly blue in color, was observed flying 

very low and erratic over the beach. Although it is not unusual 

for acrobatic planes to be seen from thg beach, it is unusual to 

see them flying low over the beach. No distinct markings were 

visible on the plane. Other than the small airplane, the- 

observed no suspicious activity during their camping stay. 

savest~rtionoa 7/25/96 at .Bayport, New York 

'k-l 

pb # 265A-NY-259028 

SAs ROBERT gq KI$UPA/" 

by EiI=w, / K/jkl:ti Data dictrtd 7/25/96 
0443 

Tbia document containa ndtha rceommeadrtbas nor mrehukth~ of the FBI. It 11 the property of the FBI and is loaned to vour aeencv: 
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provided the following information: 

On July 17, 1996,mwas dining with his 
STARR BOGGS restaurant, Westhampton beach, New York. 
seated next to the window 
was seated facing east. 

e downstairs dining 
bserved brightness to 

then turned toward the -could not recall any 
landmarks, other than where he was seated in the restaurant. 

to be approximately 2 l/2 to 
estimated the yellowish fireba 

to be 500 feet above the water and eight to ten miles away. 
advised that the fireball fell on a diagonal from the west to 
east. When the fireball hit the horizori a column of reddish 
yellow fire traveled straight upward tocthe point where he 
initially saw the fireball. The column of fire disappeared and a 
cloud of white smoke appeared. The cloud of smoke was 
approximately 20 seconds after the fireball hit the horizon,- 
heard thunderous roars. He 
seconds later he heard three booms. 
vibrations or hear the initial 
were approxixdely 60 to 70 other people in the restaurant. 

Inveatigatior on 7/22/96 At Hampton Bays, New York 

pue # 265A-NY-259028 ~ -I 

/039 SA GAVIN SHEA,rkk== by SA CIIARISS J. RUSSELL (CJRtqmo) rted 7/22/96 :;$i. 
'7“. . . 
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7/24/1996 

,,,,,?a1 identities of the interviewing agents. 1 
then furnished the following information: 

-The- were facing directly south and observed a 
tree-like obiect wh had caught fire and come down and entered 
the water. hen twobject entered the water, the fire went out 
and they heard a large boom. -thought that the object on 
fire landed about five miles off shore and initially thought 

'l-tanker burning off oil until he heard the boom. it bserved the flaming object when it was higher in the 
water. 

wirst caught sight of it just before it hit the 

. . 

f I 3 
5 . * 5 4 . . 

lnvcstiption on 7/21/1996 at Westhampton Beach, New York 

File # 265A-NY-259028 Ii, 
SA JAMES J. ROTHE " 

by SA GAVIN P. SHEA (GPS:iaw)&!-:‘, Date dictated 7/21/1996 
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-On the night of TWA Flight 
group of friends were at a waterhole 
Road, Speonk, New York, in the vicin 
Police Department'&+Firearms Range. 
of the waterhole approximately eight 
he noticed a red flare or firework t 
over the -tree line on the south side 
was angling east-southeast. 

800's crash, -and a 
located off Old Country 

the Suffolk County 
was on the west bank 

in the water when 
railing white smoke ascending 

of the waterhold. The flare 

Approximately seven (7) to ten (10) seconds later 

away. 
observed a large fireball erupt approximately 12 miles 

An object, not on fire fell away from the fireball. The fireball descended in an easterly direction and was lost to sighs. 
below the tree line. 

shortly thereafter, 
felt the ground shake. 

heard a loud explosion and 

. . 
Before the explosion in the 

in the area of the flare. After the 
longer see the plane. 

h! SA JOSEPH D. FOELSCH, JR:'/mam Da& dictated 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II is the propercy of the FM ad ii-M>‘* 
it and IIS contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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was interviewed by Detective CALVIN POWELL 
JENSEN of the Suffolk County Police 

Department. The interview was conducted on July 20, 1996. 

In furtherance of Trans World Airline (TWA) Flight 800 
crash, the below witness was interviewed: . . 

.. i-: ;: .i 

states the flares were slanted, arcing and trailed by gray smoke. 
- alsdkeports a strong order of diesel fuel and that sighting 
was southeast of Smiths Point Beach. 
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was interviewed by Detective 

Police Department. The 
IN POWELL of the Suffolk County 

interview was conducted on July 20, 1996. 

Detective STEPHEN JENSEN and Detective CALVIN POWELL 
835, of the 6th Squad Detectives, interviewed the following 
Subject during the course of this investigation; 

The witness was interviewed at the Westhampton 
Ambulance CompanyrWI'Montauk Highway, Westhampton, New York on 
July 20, 1996, at 1700 hours. He stated that he was exiting 
Dockers Restaurant on Dune Road, Quogue, New York at 
approximat%ly 20:45 hours on the date of incident. His attention 

south by what he thought was two claps of thunder. 
observed an orange/white glow diminishing in size as it 

'b 
moved away from him. 
his position. 

Glow was rising skyward from southwest of 
He thought it was a flare or fireworks from the 

beach. At top of trajectory he observed a whitish glow and an 
object dropped into the ocean, on fire. He then heard more 
thunder and an orange ball of flames dropping toward the ocean. 
He states-houses on south side of Dune Road obstructed his view 
of the ocean. 

-. Distance of siqhtinqs cannot be stated. Witness states 
he was accompanied by 
and a Southampton Police Oftlcer, name unknown. 
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On July 24, 199 
Bellport, New Y 

wor telephone number 
Agent (SA) KEVIN C. MATHIESON. 
identity of the 

After being advised of the 

interview .wa 
intentiewing agent and that the nature of the 

Flight 800, 
g the July 17, 1996 airplane crash of TWA 
provided the following information: 

ated that on the evening of July 17, 1996 
Bellport Yacht Club, Bellport, New York, 

attending a Bellport Chamber of Commerce function. 

advised that on July 17, 1996, at 
.M. he observed a fireball in the sky which 

he observed become two fireballs as they descended in two 

1.l columns. 

:,. ,‘. =i 

-- 

Invcstiprtion on 7/24/96 

File # 265A-NY-259028 

8t Long Island, New Yc .._- 

-a. 
by SA KEVIN C. MATHIESON/MAM j((/q 

This document umthnr neither recmmwhtioar nor conclusions of the FBI. It is 
it and its conlmtr arc not lo be di~rik~rtd nw*dA- **n* ----a- 
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T/27/96 
. -:-WC Date of transcription 

the nature of the interview was r 
airplane crash of TWA Flight 800, 
information: 

the July 17, 1996 
provided the following 

Bbttated that on the evening of July 17 1996 he 
was present at the Bellport Yacht Club, Bellport, New Y&k, 
attending a Bellport Chamber of Commerce function. - - 

-advised that on July 17, 1996, at approximately 
8:30 P.M. he heard a loud thump while outside on the Yacht Club 
veranda and he looked up at t'ne sky to observe a large fi 
like a meteor, which was red, orange and white in color. 
stated that two seconds later the fireball separated into two 
parallel fireballs descending at the same rate of speed with a 
black trail of smoke. 

w stated that it took ten to twenty seconds for 
the fire to disappear from his sight. advised that he 

+r was looking southeast toward the Smith idge and it 
appeared as if the fireball was just south of the last light on 
the bridge which had recently been turned on. 

Invcrtigrtion on 7/24/96 11 Long Island, New York 

File# 265A-NY-259028 

by SA KEVIN C. MATHIESON/MAM l(f/r, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclu~ionr of Abe FBI. It is 
it and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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. . 
Date of trrnscriptlon 8/9/96 , 

irnterviewed 
Yacht Club, Little Neck Road, 

at the Southahpton 
advised of the identitie 

Southampton, New York. After being 
.nature of the interview, 

interviewing agents and the 

information: 
provided the following 

On the evntfncj of July 17, 1996, while sailing in 
Shinnecock Bay, as it was getting dark, he saw an orange and 
black explosion followed by two separate objects falling from the 
sky trailing black smoke. He then saw a set 
approximately 25 seconds after the first. skated the 
initial flash was about 45 degrees off the horizon. The second 

d 30 to 45 seconds later by a rumbling sound. 
stated he could feel the vibration of the explosion 

A second rumbling occurred shortly after the 
first with decreased intensity. 

Investigation on 7/27/96 II Southampton, New York 
3' 

File # 265A-NY-259028 
As CHRISTOPHER BRYCELAND/ 
AMUEL G. KRAMER/CB/nac 

t , . - - * 2.4 --. ) - _. ,7&i; c 
1 / : 

Date dictated 7/27/k . _ . 

\ ‘. ,‘ This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of tbe FBI end is loaned to HOW 1 
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Date of trmacription 7/27/96 
-. 

interviewing agent and-that the nature of the Interview was 
g-the July 17, 1996 airplane crash of TWA Flight 800, 
provided the following information: 

On July !?!?: i996,was 
Yacht Club, Bellpor 

present at the Bellport 
rk, 

Commerce function. 
attending a Bellport Chambem of 

dvised that on July 17, 1996, at 
approximat‘ely 8:30 P.M. she observed a streak of red flames over 
the Atlantic Ocean which she further described as a "paint brush 
of red flames from the top of the sky to the bottom descending 

'L' straight down with a consistent width". -stated that she 
then observed a flashing white light quite a distance from the 
@ I lane" P and much higher, perhaps as much as ten t 
then the height of the Smith Point Bridge lights. 
advised that approximately one minute after she observed the 
flashing white light she observed that the Smith Point Bridge 

ent off for several minutes before going back on again. 
stated that at the time she thought a small plane had 

-_ 

by SA KEVIN C. MATHIESON/MAM I(lfl 

This document caatrirtr neither rroammendrtionr nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ud is bed IO g 
it and its contents arc not to be dirtributed outside wow *WWW 
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Date of transcription 7/31/96 

advised that on July 17, 1996 during the early 
evening hours he was outside the Bellport Yacht Club on the 
veranda when he faced Bellport Bay and observed one big ball of 
fire, reddish/orange in color come streaming down from the sky 
and fall into the water over Smith Point Bridge. He advised that 
when the ball of fire hit the water the lights of Smith Point 
Bridge went out for one or two minutes. 

7/31/96 
LOOA-IY Investlgrtion on I1 

File # 265A-NY-259028 

by SA KEVIN C. MATHIESON/KAM j(l/q 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusionr of the FBI :;. !!:‘,v vodq It ir the property of the FBI rddG:u II and its contents are not to be distributed outside your rpency. _~_~__ ‘,:~~ yg 
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Date tif transmpmn 7/24/96 

On July 23, 1996, 

Mastic Beach, New York 11951, who stated the followin@: 

stated that he 
took extra interest in this east bound airliner because he 
observed white and dark gray smoke coming from the northern most 
engine. -is accustom to airliners passing overhead, 
but took special interest because he knew that this smoke 
condition was not a normal vapor trail. He kept this airliner in 
sight for approximately 20 seconds and until it left his view. 
Approximately one minute later,- stated he heard two 
muffled blasts that came from the Moriches Bay area, which is in 
the direction that the airliner was headed. This incident 
occurred at approximately 8:30 PM. 1-b residence is 
located one mile east of Moriches Bay. 

..;' * -1.‘ 

..' 

- II!\ c\rlg.,rl,~” 0” 7/23/96 a1 Mastic Beach, New York 
265A-NY-259028 I. 

t. FRED DeLUCA (NYPD) %!- 

/068 
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Date of transcription 7/26/96 

purpose of the interview. 
information: 

ed that on the evening of July 17 

%~~~h$~~~~:: FE ~ep~~~e?Park) ~~~~h 
looks onto-South Oys&r Bay. He was facing the bay and n&iced a 
large commercial plane flying east. He then talked to his wife 
for a couple minutes. Looking southeast at a 30 degree angle 
measured from the shoreline, he noticed &ething ascending 30-35 
miles away, 
black smoke. 

which looked like white, yellow fire, trailed by 
From his vantage point, it ascended just east of 

the ROBERT MOSES State Park Water Tower, but was farther out. It 
ascended in a straight line at an angle of seven to ten degrees 
away from1 vertical ninety degree. 
top. 

It arched slightly at the 

dm could not supply the direction of the arch. 
added there is another light tower east from this. He 

could not observe exactly where the object originated, but 
believed it was from the water. He heard a "shhh" sound. The 
ascension lasted ten seconds. He then observed an explosion 
which appeared like a pulsing yellow and white light. He then 
saw this fall, which lasted approximately two minutes 
looked-at-his watch, which read 8:49 or 8:5OPM. 
it was dark outside. 

-cl 

faulty fireworks. 
-stated he thought he had observed 

After hearing the news of the crash, he 
concluded that he had seen a missile. -stated he was in 
the Polish army in 1974 and has experience with missiles. 
Additionally he opined that this was a medium size missile which 
would have required three experienced people to operate. 

Investigation on 7/26/95 at Amityville, New York 

File t 265A-NY-259028 
SA STACY R. DIAMOND, >\2!' 

by SA PAUL T. PALUMBO (PTP:gmo) 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II is 
it and its contents are not IO be distributed outside vour JQCIICV 
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tated that his wif 
did 

-did not 
he did not know wha 

not draw her attention to it. observing, he 

. . 
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Date of ~mnscriptioo 08/08/96 

was in hisaackyard. 
stated that on the night of the crash he 

His house is located on the bay. He said that he noticed a&ed glow in the sky that he thought was a 
firework. His recollection was that the red glow had gone up 
slightly then started to go down. 
flaming pieces of debris fall down. 

Then he saw a fireball and 
east from his backyard. 

He said that he was looking 
He said that he did not see the red glow -.'. come up from the horizon, 

and started to fall. 
he only saw it just before it turned 

He describes it as a small arc. 

Inveslipalion on 

b SA MICHAEL GALGANO (ATF)/hrg' Date dictated 

This d~~~sumsnr contains neither recommcndahu nor conslu&ws of the FBI. It is the propcny of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
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Dete of tr8nacliptioa 814196 

flash that he 
discontinued 

thought was a flare. The telephone interview was 
interview of 

lead was submitted for further 
as per instructions. 

. . 

. 

..~ . Investigation on 7127196 et Islip , New xorK 
FileX 265A-NY-259028 

Detective DENNIS 
1. 7 , 

SA MICHAEL GA 

This documcrr containa neither ro~otntnendatio~ nor ~or~~luriaar of&c FBI. It ia the pmpmty of the FBI and L bad kpur w, 
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Date of tmacliptioo 

followinq information: rovided the 

weekends. 

his girlfriend, at a table on presidence on the evening of July 17, 1996. described the weather as calm and stated that it was a beautiful . 

was seated diagonally across from 

East Moriches Coast Guard Station rouqhly five or ten minutes ., 
after the incident. -was told that the Air National Guard was conducting target practice in the area. 0 did 
not obtain the name of the person he spoke to on the telephone. 

tated that after the initial explosion, he travelling down from the sky towards 

hcstigltion on 

‘Ihis dcsumcnt contains neither rccomrwndrtion~ nor conchsions of the FBI. It is the propetIy of the FBI ad is Iouwd to your agency; 
:, -...J :.- _^_. __._ ___ __. .- L. J’_.-‘L .-I -. .-‘1 



265A-NY-259028 
Continuation of FD-302 of 2 ,),, 07/25/96 ,-A@ 

the ocean. These sections were engulfed in flame an al advised that smoke trails followed the flames down to 

ocean where 
distant view 

then disappeared from his view. - hi@  
that the sections appeared tb be 

. 
-advised that he heard a faint noise after the 

initial explosion and then more n e 

from his view and hit the ocean. 
flmes disappeared 

dded that initially 
the color of the explosion was light pink which then turned to 
orange flames. &“- l 

located on Masury 
-wt;Ee;h;opsidence is 

of the explosion, 
Concerning his view 

directly over Grea 
stated that the explosion occurred 

on Smiths Point Park. From his 
seat at the table, ointed 
Beach and a buoy in Moriches 

out a flag pole on Great Gun 
Bay to indicate his line of vision. 

-believed the buoy was number 27 but was not certain. 

was discharged 

from the service in 1991 and is not currently a member of the 
reserves. 

._ 

/a77 
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Date of transcription 7/30/96 

following information: 

On July 17, 1996, at approximately 8:30 p.m., he was 
sitting inside his home watching television with the windows open 
when he heard a loti'boom. 
seconds, 

There was a pause of two to three 
then he heard four more quick booms. He likened the 

sound to the sonic boom made by the Concorde or the sound the 
space shuttle makes entering the atmosphere, having heard this 
sound several times while living in florida most of the year. He 
stated the sound was a percussion more than a noise and he felt 
it more than he heard it. He did not see anything. 

, 

. . . 

Investigation on 7/23/96 

File Y 265A-NY-259028 

at Quogue, New York 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dale of transcription 8/9/96 

advised that on July 17, 1996 he was on his way 

ball in the sky. 
g west on Dune Road, when he observed an orange 

He stated that it caught his eye because, 
though it looked likca. f 
sky rather than dr&&ing. 

appeared to be hanging in the 

ball tthang@l 
stated that after watching the 

in the sky for five to ten seconds, he witnessed the 
ball burst-in into a curtain of flames. He stated that the 
curtain of flames traveled downward directly below the spot where 
the orange ball had hung. He said that the curtain of flames 

to be fire going across the surface of something. 
that he was approximately one mile past the 

and Triana Beach Club when he first witnessed the ball. 
He stated that the ball appeared to be about two miles west of 
his location at the time it was first observed. 
estimate how far out at sea the ball appeared to be. 
stated that a trail of smoke appeared to follow 
flames downward toward the water: however, from his location, 

-stated,that he was not able to see the water. 

z ! 

I I . 
5’. 1. ,, 

Investlgrtion on 

265A-NY-259028 
__._. 
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Date of transcription 7/30/96 

the purpose of the interview. 
following information: 

On July 17, 1996, at approximately 8:30 p.m., she was 
sitting inside his home watching television with the windows open 
when she heard wha&s,he described as a "terrific boom@'. There 
was a slight pause of 10 seconds, 
booms. 

then she heard four more quick 
She said the sound was similar to a sonic boom, the sound 

the Concorde makes when it breaks the sound barrier. She stated 
it was a percussion more than a noise and she felt it more than ' *_ I . . 
she heard it. She lives in florida most of the year and is 
familiar with the sound of the space shuttle entering the .a: 
atmosphere, which she likened this sound to. 

. ; 
She did not see '?, 

anything. -4 .'t I -- 

Dete dictated 

This document contains neither recommendations nor COnChSiOnS Of the FBI. It is the property of the FB 
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v 
was 

residence, a 
standing on the deck of his father's 

the above address, that overlooks the ocean. From 
the west, at approxi%&ely seven to eight miles away, at a two 
o'clock position near the Moriches Inlet a tiny and extremely 
bright oran-g? glow descended from west to east in an arcing 
movement. 

Invatigation on 7/18/96 at Westhampton Beach, New York "I "7 ? ?<$j 
Fjje # 265A-NY-259028 

by SA DANIELLE M. MESSIN 
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Date of transcription 07/24/96 

was standing 40 feet above sea level on the deck 
of his father's re&dence located a 
Beach, New York. Also wit 
deck overlooks the ocean. extremely bright 
orange glow at approximately 10,000 feet high and seven to eight 
miles to the west, near the Moriches Inlet. The glow descended 
from west to east. When the glow reached 5,000 feet, it 
increased in size and generated a trail of flame. At 1,000 feet, 
the glow and flame became very large. 
to this point, 

From the initial sighting 
approximately 12 seconds had passed. 

feet, the aircraft was visible. 
At 1,000 

The aircraft's underbelly was 
faced to the north and the aircraft's wings were extended to the 
west and east. The nose was down and the tail was at the top. 
The bottom of the right wing was in immense flames. The 
underside of the left wing was not in flames, but the top of the 
wing was in immense flames. The tail was also in flames 
did not notice the aircraft engines. l W  

At arms length distance,mestimated that the plane 
b came visible five inches from the horizon. 

& 
At arms length, 

estimated the height and width of the plane to be five 
inches. -was facing south and advised that the plane 
ultimately crashed at his 12:00 position. Initially, he believed 
that it crashed two to five miles south. About 30 seconds after 
the crash, he heard a "firecracker" type ex losion, then an 
enormous explosion that rocked the hou e. advised that it 
was incredibly loud. From the moment & 

s observed the plane at 
1,000 feet to the crash, he estimated that two 
passed. -advised that his 15-year-old son, 
o served an object spiraling northwest of the i 

& advised that his son said the object was @*definitely11 not on 
fire. 

Investigation on 07/20/96 at Westhampton Beach, New Yorl;r65A-NY-259028-suB 

FiJe# 265A-NY-259028 

by SA CHARLES J. RUSSELL/hr 
/odv v 
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Continuation of FD-302 

. 
, On 07/20/96 .~agc L : 

The entire incident that 
approximately 14 seconds. m observed lasted 

0 provided a detailed drawing of his observations. 

-- 

. 





,isp retired Naval Officer, from the Judge 
Advocates office o the Un.ited States Navy. He has a waterfront 
home, overlooking the cove, in Rowayton. On 7/17/96, at 8:30 pm, 
-was-eanding in his kitchen, talking on the phone and 
looking out his gldss eliding doors, at the Long Island Sound. 

-advised that the sun was down and it was a clear night. 

wsaw.a skyrocket type object streak up into the 
night sky from behind Sheffield Island.wrecalled thinking 
that someone spent money on a dud, as it did not immediately 
explode. The skyrocket had an orange contrail which had a 
continuous-brightness. A few seconds later, after the skyrocket 
contrail dieappaared,,aw a large orange fireball appear 
above Sheffield Island;‘ This fireball was orange in color. It was 
in the shape of a fat exclamation mark. - - 

-estimated the fireball and skyrocket to have 
reached a height of two degrees above the horizon. He.further 
pointed out the bearing of 165 degrees magnetic (from his home) 
as the origin of his l kyrccket. He stated that the skyrocket went 
slightly from the left to.the right as it was going up.mwas 
questioned wh 
instead-of-up.- 

'may have actually seen something going down 
insisted that his skyrocket went up. 

that he had seen a boat's 

learned of the TtJA plight 800 explosion. 
that night that he 

-.. ., .~ ..’ .- - 
mad&.i sketch of what he saw and marked his 

position aird line of +'!ght tin a map. Copies df both are attached. 

‘4 lnvestigltioo w 8/i2/96 .a .. RoUayton, Connecticut ' - 

SA Kenneth .E Gray Jr.:? KEG/keg 

$353 
by. SA Foria Youqis : pY. DltediAOd 8/i2/96 

p4&3& fZ$‘ .,. .-‘, * 
Tbisdocunw&co&ii~~~ngro)aelusioko&FBl. Itb@opmptyoftheFBI~hhwdtoyakapwy; 
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Date 01 transcription 8/8/96 

. . . . 

interview. He provided the following information: 

On July 17, 1996, he was fishing on Union Boulevard at 
the Union Dock in Mgriiches Bay at approximately 8:45 pm. 

-reports that he observed a flare going straight 
up, but he.uas unclear as to whether it had originated from land 
or water. As it was in the air, he observed the flare turn into 
a large red and orange flaming object or ltfireball.lt This 

0, 
.,:3$ 
._ i., 

fireball was high in the air, probably several thousand feet. 

-reported that the fireball slowly fell towards 
the sea with a grey/white smoke trail, towards the left side 
(east) of Moriches Inlet. 

-reports that he then observed the flaming object 
break into two pieces. 
object, 

One piece went to the left of the flaming 
and the other went to the right of the flaming object. 

No further 'information (NFI). 

Invesllgrtion on 7/26/96 I 

Filet 265A-NY-259028 

by SA KEVIN M. KELLEHER/jkl 
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08/08/96 

the official lde 

advised that she was driving south on Route 31 

noticed the plane 
Airport when her six and eight year old children 

i&the sky. stated that she has 20/15 
vision and that she noticed the red tail light of the plane and 
observed that the plane was nosing down. At first she thought it 
was a falli_ng star and then observed an explosion and then 
another explosion as the plane continued to descend. 0 
advised that she saw no fire prior to the first explosion and 
does not think there was any bomb on the plane. 

:.i 

Invesllgarion on 
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They were stand 
%he area of Lashley Pavilion in front of the lifeguard chair 
looking directly into the ocean. -saw a 9gyellow star" 
about ten miles out to sea. She noticed at least three black/red 
pieces flying out im umbrella shape. She determined the 
distance by the time it took for the sound to reach her. The 
object fell about six seconds to the water then black smoke rose 
for about feur seconds then she heard a rumble. The rumble was 
the only sound she heard and it seemed to be one long rumble 
coming at her in about three l@waveslt. 

"L-l 
The fiery object was falling in two main pieces which 

were a deep orange/red and gave the appearance of paint dripping 
down a wall as it fell straight down. AS it hit the water it 
appeared to flame up and maybe there was another explosion. 
Flames wentup into the sky about 1 
altitude of the original sighting. 

the height from the 
stated 

flew to the right. 
another piece 

This piece whi llow/gold color flew 
a little higher then the flames and started back down and went 
out of sight. 

stated about one minute after all this was 
over she had the impression the object that fell was a large 
airplane. Just as the rumbling stopped a military helicopter 
flew by. 

- . 

Investig8tion on 

b SA NICK J. PINDULIC/pan 6, l Date dictated 
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On July 17, 1996,mtated that he was sitting on 
Smith Point Beach, facing south when, from the east, he saw what 
looked like a shooting star. He stated that the t'starlt seemed to 
come from Moriches $&ret, approximately 20 degrees east of the 
shoreline. described the l'starU' as a reddish/orange streak 
that was t n the front and thin in the tail. He stated 
that the 'Vstar11 was rising (going south to north) and veering in 
the easterly direction. He observed the star for approximately 
five (5) seconds. He stated that he lost sight of the Vtstarll 
when he turned to point it out to his girlfriend. BURNS advised 
that when he turned back, he observed a large orange/yellow ball 
west of where had last seen the star. He stated that he did not 
know what the ball was and that he heard no sound at the time of 
the ball's appearance. timated that the ball was 5 to 10 
miles from~his location. stated that July 17, 1996 was a 
clear night and that, as usual, there were many small planes in 
the area. He advised that there were not many boats out that 
night. 

Investigation on 7/23/96 a I Shirlev. New York _._--.- - :--1 

File # 265A-NY-259028 i 
SA JANE C. KELLY& 

b> SA NICK J. PINDUbIC/axh Date dictated 7/2 3/b6 
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Date of transcription 7/23/96 

information. 
She then provided the following 

a friend, 
driving west on the Sunrise Highway with 

not pinpoint 
in the area of Exit 62 to 64 (she could 

20 - 
the exact location, only stating they were about 

25 minutes we&of Southampton). She observed an object 
over a row of trees directly south of them which looked like a 
flare or a firework going up. She stated at first she thought 

ework which was a dud because it arced and went down. 
bserved the object climb in an erratic fashion for 

about five seconds than it arced and went down for about one half 
to one second at which point she noticed an explosion. 0 
stated the object, 
direction, 

which climbed up and arced in an east to west 
appeared to be a very bright orange color. - 

stated the explosion 
fire. 

appeared to be one large bright ball of 
d to drip down and the rest of it 

dropped down. ould not estimate the height or 
distance of the objects. She stated she did not have to lower 
her head to look out the car window, it was clear from a normal 
driving position. 

Investigation on 7/22/96 at Lo~~@dqand, New York 265KwvwtL~ :ii 

F11c * 256A-NY-259028 1 
SA JANE KELLY&+ 

by SA NICK J. PINDU'IC:MAM 1 
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On July 19, 1996, 
Manorville, New York, was i 
PAUL D. VALENTINE and NICK J. PINDULIC of 
Investigation (FBI). the Federal Bureati of 

Mrovided the following information: 

:.;g 
:.., 

‘On July 17, 1996,wwas sitting on her desk of her 
home when she saw a white glow dropping from the sky. 
burst-into-flames.&&Th It then 
seconas. There WaS 

e whole thing lasted about ten (10) 

bstated that she had her ne 
any 

a large amount of smoke. - 

m them and they saw something iimila;. .;. .a ~ :, ,,~;r' 
&$ 

Invedgarion on 7119196 ',t 

filea 265A-259028 _ ..- . 
a SA PAUL D. VATmLrmTLrn nufim A A&‘( L 

k'\iiA NICK J. PINDULIC:MAM he di:tclkd 
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Date d truauipth 
..I 

stated that she and her family were camping at 
Wednesday, July 17, 1996, to 

Friday, July advised that she did not see or 
hear anything flares being "shot off" 
out over the flares were 
boats out-6n plane crashed. 
photographed the flares and the smoke which drifted 
beach after the explosion. 

.: 
. 

. . 

L XARPS recalled that a surfer came running out the water . . 
saying he saw an explosion that crashed into the water. -. I .-i' 
could not provide a name, however, the surfer was from Ronkonkoma 
and was interviewed by s. 

m recalled at approximately 3:00 p.m. 
1996, she observed a large white boat approximately 

with no markings, in the water off 
as-unable4to,.provide a better description of 

on July 17, 
thirty to 
Smith Point. 
the boat. 

Lastly,,,rovided forty-six photographs with 
negatives which were taken in the afternoon and evening of 
Wednesday, July 17, 1996. Said photos are maintained in the 1-A 
Section of the file. 

. . 

33% by SA ANGELA DiBELLA/cxk 
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Da of tnnscriptioo 07126196 

advised that between 8:35 PM and 8:40 PM, she was 
opping in Riverhead, heading south on Route 31 

adjacent to GabreaisAirport when she observed a plane in the sky 
heading east. Then it appeared as if a firework started with a 
rectangular sunball which was orange and red in color. -then 
observed-a black rectangular flaming object that fell from the 
fireball and re-exploded into an oval elongated flame with some 
black coloring. 
then disappeared. 

This object created a black funnel of smoke and 
stated that the whole incident took no 

more than ten did not know how far away it was. 

c/ 

by SA GAVIN P. SHEA/hrg,&& DIIC dictated 
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orangy-red light while he was lying in his bed. a-- - 
His room is on 

the second floor and faces the Atlantic Ocean. 
he saw was "at it's apogee". 

The first light 
He then followed it about two to 

three seconds and then it became a large bright orangy red ball. 
He saw the ball fal&+into the ocean. 
deck below. 

He alerted people on the 
He stated they did not notice the first light but 

did see the subsequent explosion. Eight to ten minutes later he 
was back inhis room and saw another explosion in the ocean. He 
stated that he thought it was a fireworks d'splay initially, but 
realized it might be an airplane. 
prior to this event. do id not see any boat 

He did notice boats go toward the site. 

I 

. . . , 
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Date of trrnscriptictn 8/7/96 

0. 
,-. 

- as walking on the beach at Smith's Point State 
Park on the evening of July 17, 1996. was walking 
eastward on the bea@&en she saw a yellow/orange small firework 
go up in the air over the ocean. 

-location when seeing the firework was 
approximately one-half mile west of the Smith Point boardwalk. 
The firework was to her southeast. 

-then saw a big explosion in the sky followed 
a large fireball. A smaller explosion occurred seconds later. 

watch immediately after the explosion read 
8:45 p.m. -_ 

. . 
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.; 
was contacted. After being 

of the interview, 
ing Agents and the nature 

she furnished the following information: 

July 17, 1996, 
8:30 pm, 

at approximately 

softball 
as standing on bleachers at a 

field at Venetian Shores, Lindenhurst, New York. She 
was as far south aq-"you can go on land", near the water. She 
was facing southeast, watching a star. 

-To the right of the star, a "yellowy-white" light, "all _ 
glowing", was coming up, it arched, 
going left. 

from the right of the star, 
It went in front of the star and then exploded like 

a big bright light. It was bright "yellowy-orange." She saw one . 
piece falling straight down, also bright yellow-orange in color. +: .' i '3 
She saw the rising light originate, she thought it was from the 

<-. ..y 
'. , 

water. 

She said it was like fireworks, it rose in a matter of 
seconds. It's angle was an arch. She would say it came from the 
ocean. It's angle was like part of a "Ull. She did not notice 
smoke, only the light, and no round part. 

She added that it was a dark, clear, night. She 
reiterated that she saw one burst of light and then one piece 
falling. She said she did not see an airplane. 

‘J- 

Investigation on 7/22/96 
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Agents and that the purpose of the interview was to follow up on 
her phone call to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) hot.- 

ding the crash of TWA Flight 800 on July 17, 1996.m 
while looking to the southwest from a window in her 

Ii&se, observed the foilowing: 

Minutes gi*or to the crash, a soft-edged, pinkish-red 
flame was observed ascending in the sky. The flame, visible in 
the south-west sky ascended for an unknown time period, split 
into two and then was unobserved. 
heard and her house rumbled. 

Subsequently, a loud bang was 
Later, a glowing red mass was 

observed at water level. 

The flame was first observed closer than the horizon, 
approximately twelve miles off shore. No smoke or sound was 
observed prior to the ban 
flame, not-visible t 

w was setting west of the 

A couple of days prior to the crash, an unusual 
Styrofoam cooler was observed washing in and out of the surf. 
Shards of--a mirror were glued onto the outside of the cooler. A 
one-two yard string was tied to the inside of the cooler and ran 
through a hole in the lid. Subsequent to the crash, four men, 
one in uniform with red lapels, picked up the cooler and left in 
a grey van. 

F,,rY 265A-NY-259028 1 1. L 
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m-^-m 'was interviewed by Detective GB@ ';:,yz 
WUSS and Detective --INS of the Suffolk County Police c..': 
ww-----L~ . The interview was conducted on July 23, 1996. - uepaxment. ' 

On July 23, 1996, at 1030 hours,! 

qay, Ire 

17, 1996, 
Both subjects stated that on Wednesday evening, July 
sometime after 8:00 xxn~-ttey*,were sitting at the dining 

room table whel 
window in a soul 

eated she looked out her 
Fthe ocean when she obsenred 

-. 
L- 

Both subjects felt two large shock waves that shook the house. 

12 miles offshore. 

I nterview was conduct .ed by undersi 
GENE GROSS, number 438 Command 3120. - 

gned and Detective 
Lg 

P@ 
. ..G 
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provided the following information: 

On July 17, 1996, 

the flight. They were not wearing head phones. 
a light similar to a flare launched from a boat. 
explosions that were shaped like a tree. 

He saw two 
These explosions were 

and had the effect when plastic burning. 
ould not imagine it was an airplane. He described 

the weather as haz 
(10) miles away. 

ted the explosion was about ten 
saw another airplane in the area. 

it was a Cherokee Piper was three and a half (3 l/2) miles awaG, : 
at 4,000' MSL, heading south at about 110 knots. 
the side number or call sign of the aircraft. 

He did not know 

-J p&J - I -. ‘. . 
heslipalion on Ul/1Y/Yb Gabreski Airport ..- c -. ._ 1*,-:, a1 

'f\ ._ A.'- 
Filet 265A-NY-259028 ol 
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On Jul 17 
his wife- 

1996, at approximately 8:30PM,mand 
were at Smith Point County Park. 

In the par rng lot in the vicinity of the fee booths He was 
He stated 

he was facing south, toward the ocean. -state; that he saw 
a white-colored flare rise up into the sky. 
southeast. 

This occurred to his 
This flare suddenly exploded into a fireball which 

split into two (2) pieces and fell into the ocean. He could not 
provide any landm*k'which would assist in pinpointing the 
location of origin for the flare or the fireball. Bould 
not estimate an exact distance at which this event occurred. He 
did not hear any noise. 
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telephonically interviewed at her residence. 

8:33 P.M. t 
advised that on July 17 1996 at approximately 

was having dinner at the Dune Deck Hotel which is 
located on Dune Road, Westhampton, New York. She was eating in 
STARRBOGGS RESTAURANT which is located at the site. She was 
seated facing the ocean. 
window, 

Her table was the second from the 
and also second from the west wall. She noticed a large 

burst of flame occur out on the ocean due south of her location. 
This burst of fire fell. from the sky in a west to east fashion. 
She heard five loub--gooms thereafter. 
ascending into the sky prior to this. 

She saw no object 
She estimated the distance 

as being 10 miles away. 

ti advised that about 15 minutes prior to the blast 
a small Cessna type plane flew past her location. 
flying low over the surf from the east to the west. 

This plane was . 
:#& 
+$:< 

:; 
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The following investigation was conducted by 

Investigator DANIEL J. REGINI of the New York State Police 
Department on July 26, 1996: 

was interviewed at the location in the exact 

stated that on Wednesday, July 17, 1996, at about 8:30 to 8:40 
pm, he had been at the yacht club viewing sailboat races on 
Moriches Bay from a,&eated position at a nearby picnic table 
about 100 feet from the water. At that time his attention was 
drawn to an east/southeast direction at a point in the sky where 
he observed-something go up in the air. 
further described as aligning 

His sight line is 

then vacant PALMER boat slip. 
ic table, boat winch and 

origin of the item which was 
did not see the point of 

first believed to be some sort of 
fireworks. He could not be more specific as to what the 
"fireworks1 looked like and simply described its location as a 
t'long distance" away. Several seconds later he saw an orange 
fireball in the sky within the same sight line. Although he could 
not see any- aircraft, he assumed that is what caused the 
fireball. The fireball grew in size as it descended from the 
sky. It then split in two separate distinct pieces before 
disappearing behind the dunes (Smith Point County Park). -. 

When-looked back up in the sky where he had seen 
the first event, he saw a big ball of white smoke. -at 
first thought that the falling fireball was coming down into the 
bay, but realized it was much further out to sea when it 
descended beyond the dunes. seconds after the 
disappearance beyond the dunes, first heard a loud boom, 
then two separate smaller booms. He stated that based on this 
ten second time frame, he estimated that the incident occurred 
about ten'miles from his location. He added that he was not 

Investigation. 

I / 
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The following investigation was conducted by 
Investigator EDWARD S. ML,ODYNIA of the New York State Police 
Department on July 23, 1996: 

On July 23, 1996, Investigator MLODYNIA went to JOHN 
SCOTTS RESTAURANT, 546 Dune Road, Westhampton, New York (NY) to 
interview a young waitress regarding what she had seen on July 
17, 1996. 

heard thunder. She looked up into the sky and saw a hugh 
fireball towards the southwest. The fireball came down moving 
west to east and after a few seconds she did not see anything 
afterwards. 

I ‘.i .‘? . . <i 

. . 
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The following investigation was conducted by 
Investigators JOHN P. KEARY and EDWARD MLODYNIA of the New York 
State Police Department on July 24, 1996: 

v 
advdsed-that on July 17, 1996, at about 

8:30 p.m., s e was at her residence when she heard a loud 
explosion. 

P 
stated she looked out her front door but did 

not see anxt ing. She stated she did not see any type of light 
in the sky on that evening, nor did she observe any type of flare 
or strange light in recent weeks. 

1 - P 
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(FBI) and advised of the nature of the inquiry. He thereafter 
furnished the following information: 

T evening om 
dcised that at approximately 8:30 pm on the 

1996, he was on east jetty of Moriches Inlet ; 
facing thebay whe; he heard an explosion. He turned around and 
saw what he described as a large trail of smoke in the sky. .I .:$$. 

:. c 2"~ !..T ,_ 

He stated he did not see any fireball. He only heard 
the loud noise. 

Approximately twenty minutes before hearing the noise 
he advised that he saw a 30-40 long metal boat going out of the 
inlet. He-stated that he has since seen this boat because it 
goes out to a dredging operation which is going on in the ocean. 

. . 
When he first heard the loud noise, he thought it might 

have been this boat exploding. 

Date dictated 
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On July 18, 1996, the following investigation was '.. 

conducted by Special Agent PAUL T. PALUMBO of the New York Office 
. . a, ,'.. y 

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. : , .:; , , i -1 . ._ .- I :, y +., -6i.i ,:. . ..'i.. I>.>.. I, 

New York- ----- -----r 
investigative vehicle checkpoint at the inte 
and Jessup Lane, Westhampton Beach, .New York. 
that she was running on the 
July 17, 1996 when she looked 
descending -through the sky. 
associated with the 

uxniehed no 
fireball 

additio 

265A-NY-25902CS 
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(FBI), regarding his observations of and explosion he Witnessed 
over the Atlantic Ocean on the evening of July 17, 1996. 

elated that at approximately 8:30 PM, on the 
1996, he was standing in the parking lot of 

the BELLPORT DOCK generally facing south, when someone on the 
yacht club porch, which faces south, said *'Look at that." He 
looked up an saw what he described as a ball of fire coming down 
trailed by a long stream of orange and red flame. As the ball of 
fire approached the ace 
disappeared from view. 

split into two fire balls then it 
estimated that his entire 

observation, initially saw the ball of fire 
until the-time it disappeared over the horizon, may have lasted 
approximately five (5) seconds. 

Backsround 

J 

, New Lport .S *B$? InvssligaLion on 07/30/96 

r;,rti 265A-NY-259028 
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was interviewed at her residence 
_ New York. After being advised of 

1 entitles of the interviewing agents and the nature of the 
interview I- provided the following information: 

At about 8:30 P.M. on the evening of July 17, 1996, 
was on her deck which extends into, and directly overlooks 

Patchogue Bay. -was facing due south toward Davis Park and 
Watch Hill when sh&saw-three orange lights shoot out from the 
horizon in quick succession. The lights were solid orange in 
color and had a yellow tinge toward the outside. The lights 
seems to originate from the Davis Park Island area itself. 

estimated that the distance from her deck to Davis Park 
was about five miles. 

:. , ,.. 

. . 
The orange lights appeared to be heading toward her, 

which would be northbound, as they appeared to be getting larger. 
However, after only about two seconds, when the lights were only 
about two inches above the horizon, the lights disappeared. 

-did not hear any sounds at all. 
that this was more that just a flare or a firework 
density of-the orange glare. 

lnvestlgatton on 7/20/96 

F,lr U 
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of the identity of the 
interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, he provided 
the following information: 

On Wedne 
that belonged to h 
Holiday Beach Property Owners Association. The docks are located 
west of the Moriches Inlet and east of Masory Point on the Bay 
side. At about 8:30 while he was looking out at the Bay, 

-saw something that looked like a flare going up. It 
went up, stopped and then it looked like it was going down. It 
broke into two pieces, one higher than the other, exploded and 
fell in two columns of flames. The event took less than 30 
seconds. -described the flare as being a yellowish- 
orange light. He stated it did not look like a plane because of 
the angle it took. -_ 

. . 
J - 

- 
tnvesttgation on 7/19/96 at Cent-r Mar-&es , p~ew York 

F,,eH 265A-NY-259028, 
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Investigation (FBI), regarding her observations of an explosion 
in the sky over the Atlantic Ocean on the evening of 
July 17, 1996. After being advised of the identity 
interviewing Agent pd the nature of the interview, 
advised as follows: 

8:30 p.m., she saw an explosicn 
the explosion as an orange, red 
fireball fell to the ocean 
estimated that it took approximately three 
fireball to fall to the surface. 

B* Id not see any plane prior to the explosion. 

position at the time she made her 
observation was next to the stage on the beach by the Bar-B-Q's 
and to the.right of the boardwalk. 

is described as follows: 

Investigation on 

SA PETER C. CASAZZA/dxa Date dictated 
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Her husband was facing westbound. 

-At about 8:15 PM, 
shoot straight up from the horizon. 

saw an orange elongated mass 

object was like a wide baseball bat. 
From her vantage point, the 

trailing the object. 
She did not see any smoke 

An orange glow seemed to follow it, but 
quickly dissipated. 

The object went straight up into the sky for about two 
seconds, reached its apex, and then broke apart and descended in 
smaller orange glowing pieces. did not observe any fire 
ball, and did not hear any sou hout the event. 

.F 
estimated that the object ascended from several 

miles in t e distance, but could not tell if it originated from 
land or sea. Because of the bright glow of the object and it's 
distance from her ,-hought that the object was something 
more than just a flare. As the pieces broke and descended, 

ost visual contact beyond the horizon. 

Invtsttgatton on 07/20/96 Ronkonkoma, New York 


